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T he Housing Development Administration of Turkey, 
(TOKi), working under the auspices of the Prime Ministry 
through the authority granted by legislation, is a public 

institution operating in the ‘areas of greatest need’ within the con-
text of housing production and urban development policies. These
areas can be categorized as follows:

1. Public housing: Public housing is constructed according to
established building codes and is designed to be affordable and 
compatible with both the lifestyles of future owners and modern
notions of urban living. TOKi, which meets about 10 percent of 
the housing need in Turkey, consists of several subdivisions. Chief 
among these is providing public housing to the poor and lower 
income groups, particularly in areas the private sector ignores. 
About 85 percent of our projects are in this area. Public housing
comes in many forms, depending on need. For example, we also
provide ‘disaster housing’ in areas struck by, or in danger of being 
struck, by natural disaster. Then there is the ‘agriculture village’, 
which is established to develop our villages and prevent rural exo-
dus. Finally, there is ‘immigrant housing’, which meets the needs 
of ethnic Turks who are forced to migrate from their countries for
whatever reason. 

2. Urban renewal and the transformation of slums (gecekondu): 
One of the primary objectives of TOKi is to discourage haphazard 
urbanization and the growth of slums. The former carries with it an 
economic and social burden on our cities. Hence, there is a need 
to eliminate it as much as possible. However, this is not sufficient as 
there is still the problem of slums. TOKi is working with local admin-
istrations to transform existing slums. This makes up approximately 
10 percent of our total housing development. It should be pointed 
out that about five times the volume of housing already made avail-
able has been designated as ‘slum transformation’ projects yet to
be carried out.

3. ‘Resource development’ projects and ‘production of property 
with infrastructure’: The projects listed above are non-profit social 
projects. However, to be able to carry out these projects without 
being allocated a share of the budget, it is necessary to gener-
ate their own resources. To come up with these resources, TOKi
resorts to two methods. The first consists of ‘resource develop-
ment’ projects based on the ‘revenue sharing’ model. The second 
is transforming treasury-own land that is void of infrastructure and
transforming it into ‘property’.

TOKi has been operative in every province and in nearly most
of all townships of Turkey. A crucial aspect of its work is that it is 

“440,000 housing 
units in 7 years”

“We are building  
the future of Turkey”
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The interest shown by our people in TOKi has gone a long way to 
support these projects. It is not even worth pointing out that while
TOKi was founded as a public institution, it operates under private
sector logic, hence ingraining it with an important economic di-
mension. TOKi has been a major factor in the revitalization of the
construction sector of our country over the last few years. In ad-
dition to working towards the solution of the problems of housing
and urbanization in Turkey, it has contributed to the development 
and invigoration of the construction sector, which is a crucial eco-
nomic locomotive. 

In short, while TOKi is a leader in providing safe residential areas 
that offer sound, high quality and modern facilities, it also works 
to create a new sense of planned urbanization and housing pro-
duction.

“Our goal is a 
modern, planned 
and dependable 
housing policy”
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In September 2010, leaders from 
around the world will gather in New 
York for a special 10th anniversary 

review summit on the Millennium Devel-
opment Goals (MDGs). With just five years 
left to achieve the Goals, it will be a major 
opportunity to re-energize the global ef-
fort and agree on a concrete action plan to
accelerate progress towards meeting the
Goals by their target date of 2015.

The Millennium Development Goals 
are the most broadly supported, compre-
hensive and specific development aims 
that the world has ever agreed upon.
These eight time-bound Goals provide
concrete, numerical benchmarks for tackling extreme pover-
ty in its many dimensions. They include Goals and targets on
income poverty, hunger, water and sanitation, maternal and
child mortality, disease, inadequate shelter, gender inequal-
ity, environmental degradation and the Global Partnership for 
Development.

Adopted by world leaders in the year 2000 and set to be 
achieved by 2015, the Goals are both global and local, tailored
by each country to suit specific development needs.

They provide a framework for the entire international com-
munity to work together towards a common end. If these Goals 
are achieved, world poverty will be cut by half, tens of millions
of lives will be saved, and billions more people will have the op-
portunity to benefit from the global economy. 

The eight Goals break down into 21 quantifiable targets.
With the majority of the global population now living in an 

urbanized world, UN-HABITAT’s drive to reduce urban poverty 
involves it in all of the Goals to a greater or lesser degree. Our
work on localizing the MDGs takes shape on the ground through
our collaboration with Local Authorities, who are at the fore-
front of addressing the MDGs at the local level. But those most
closely linked to the agency’s mandate are:
l Target 7c: Reduce by half the proportion of people

without sustainable access to safe drinking water
and basic sanitation and

l Target 7d: Achieve significant improvement in lives
of at least 100 million slum dwellers, by 2020

So far, we have encountered significant advances together with
important setbacks. Although there is a long way to go, we know 
that the Goals are achievable with global political support, strong
partnerships and coordinated efforts, especially at city level.

Today there are 1 billion people living in slums and other 
sub-standard housing. In the developing world, they account for
40 percent of the urban population.

At the end of this century, if no corrective action is taken,  
UN-HABITAT projections show that this figure will increase to 
1.5 billion. 

Our latest flagship report, the State of the World’s Cities
2010/2011 shows that a total of 227 million people in the world
have moved out of slum conditions since 2000. This means that
governments have collectively surpassed the Millennium Devel-
opment Goal on slums more than two times over.

Indeed, it is commendable that 22 million people in developing 
countries moved out of slums each year between 2000 and 2010 as 

the result of slum upgrading. While this is
welcome, the overall reduction in the world’s
urban divide still requires greater effort since
the absolute number of slum dwellers has acr -
tually increased from 776.7 million in 2000 to 
some 827.6 million in 2010.

This means that 55 million new slum
dwellers have been added to the global ur-
ban population since 2000. It means that
the progress made on the slum target has 
simply not been enough to counter the
growth of informal settlements in the de-
veloping world. 

Yet how many of us realize that 55 mil-
lion new slum dwellers have been added to

the global urban population since 2000? It is deeply troubling that
sub-Saharan Africa today has a slum population of 199.5 million 
representing 61.7 percent of its urban population. This is followed
by South Asia with 190.7 million in slums making up 35 percent of 
urban residents, East Asia with 189.6 million (28.2 percent), Latin
America and the Caribbean with 110.7 million (23.5 percent), South-
east Asia with 88.9 million (31 percent), West Asia with 35 million
(24.6 percent), North Africa with 11.8 million (13.3 percent).

This is unsatisfactory. It is inadequate, and it can lead to social
danger.

And yet, we are seeing that pro-poor policies are leading to
faster improvement of social and economic conditions for disad-
vantaged people than for the rest of society. Pro-poor policies re-
duce inequality and narrow the urban divide. Already 140 govern-
ments around the world have established national action plans to
achieve the Goals.

But more governments and local authorities have still to estab-
lish their national and local action plans and targets for reducing
urban poverty.

There has been headway in reducing hunger, improving access
to drinking water and sending more children to primary school. Yet 
mothers continue to die unnecessarily in childbirth in urban slums
throughout the developing world, while HIV and AIDS, malaria and 
tuberculosis are rife in the poorest urban settlements. Gender equal-
ity remains no more than a dream for women in many countries. 
Damage to the urban environment and its surrounds, coupled with
the impacts of climate change disasters, remain a growing threat to
city food and water supplies, homes and livelihoods.

While there is general progress in meeting the water and sanita-
tion MDGs, there are significant regional differences, with many 
countries in sub-Saharan Africa and Asia still lagging behind the rest
of the world, especially in the area of sanitation. Lack of access to 
sanitation and safe drinking water is fast becoming an urban prob-
lem as the delivery of these services has failed to keep up with the
rate of urbanization and the growth of informal settlements.

But there are no magic solutions, and if current trends persist, 
some of the poorest countries may not meet some or all of the
Goals. Such a failure would spell tragedy, and this is why world
leaders are meeting 20-22 September in New York.

Anna Tibaijuka
Executive Director UN-HABITAT

OPINION Message from the Executive Director 
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In 2000, the Millennium declaration was adopted by the 189 member countries of the 
United Nations. This declaration is coded in seven measurable Goals. It envisions a world
with less poverty, hunger, disease, greater survival for mothers and their children, education 
for all, equal opportunities for women, an improved living environment and a partnership 
between developed and developing countries. Ten years later, with only five years to 
go, Oyebanji Oyeyinka, Director of UN-HABITAT’s Monitoring and Research Division, and
Mayokun Soremekun, of Bentley University in the United States, examine the progress and 
the viability of achieving these Goals by the target date of 2015 in African countries.

The Millennium 
Development Goals:
a Sisyphus challenge for
Africa?

Taking the lead for the MDG’s these women in Kenya make it clear that they mean business PHOTOPP © UN-HABITAT
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in 2010, with more than 200 million urban

dwellers gaining access to either improved 

water, sanitation or durable and less crowded 

housing. 

However, during the same period the 

number of additional slum dwellers sur-

passed the number of those who gained ac-

cess to basic shelter services. In absolute 

terms the number of slum dwellers has grown 

considerably, and will continue to rise in the 

near future.

In part, the slum target was underestimat-

ed because it was not linked properly with the

growth rates of informal settlements in the 

developing world. At present 50.6 percent of 

the world’s population — or 3.49 billion peo-

ple — are living in urban areas. And of those, 

some 828 million live in slum conditions. On

the positive side, a number of countries have

invested heavily in their quest for cities with-

out slums through focused policies. 

Goal two: Achieve universal  

primary education

Primary school enrollment rates have risen

consistently in many African countries over

the past decade but many countries lag be-

hind. Countries where education at all levels 

is accessible to all youth, regardless of gender,

are laying strong foundations for the future. 

 According to the various MDG Reports, net

primary enrollment in primary schools in

sub-Saharan Africa was 53.5 percent in 1991,

rising to 58.5 percent in 2000, and 73.5 per-

cent in 2007. That year, primary school en-

rollment was 76.1 percent for boys and 70.9

percent for girls.

An analysis of the past ten years suggests 

what we might expect in the future in our es-

timates of the number of years it has taken, or

will take, African countries to achieve desired 

enrollments and gender parity at all levels. 

Based on observed past growth rates, we 

assume that growth in primary education 

can be represented and estimated using an 

S-shaped logistic growth curve1. The shape 

of this curve indicates that due to diminish-

ing speed of later increases in attainment, we 

have ‘ceiling effects’ on growth2. 

For the purpose of our analysis, we assume 

a typical ‘transition speed’ (to move from one 

level of enrollment to another) in net primary 

enrollment for all African countries. We thus 

estimate the logistic growth curve for tran-

sition in primary education where S
t

is the
t

net primary enrollment, a is the transition

speed, t is the time and t b is the year of 50

percent enrollment. The year of 50 percent 

enrollment (close to the start of the MDGs) 

is particularly significant because it allows

us to judge how well countries are doing in 

the achievement of this Goal and how much 

longer they have to go. 

The primary school completion rates are

the indicator for measuring progress in Goal

two but due to the availability of data, we

therefore use enrollment rates. The estimated

transition speed for Africa enables us to cal-

culate the number of years it will take, or has

taken, to achieve 50 percent enrollment. 

For primary enrollment rates in the years

1999-2008, the estimated transition speed

is 0.08 for all African countries. This implies

that African countries increased primary 

enrollment at a rate of 0.08 over the nine-

year period. By 1999, many countries had

achieved 50 percent enrollment in primary 

education with very few countries such as

Benin, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Djibouti, 

Eritrea, Ethiopia, Liberia, Mali and Niger

The Millennium Development Goals 

(MDGs) were set against certain

ideals of what conventional wis-

dom in global governance assumes as hu-

manly achievable, but hardly weighed against

the capabilities of all countries.

Critics argue that the MDGs set the bar

far too high for some countries thus sowing

the seeds of failure. For this reason, we ex-

amine quantitatively, the progress that has

taken place in African countries relative to

the target date of 2015. Significant progress

appears to be taking place in many African

countries. But the 2015 target date obscures

this progress, thus raising the unfair label of 

these countries as failures.

For instance, the 2008 progress chart for

the Goals shows that in northern Africa, only 

in the case of measles immunization, is Africa

close to meeting the target of reducing child

mortality, while in sub-Saharan Africa it is

insufficient, stagnant or deteriorating. 

Given the grim picture we focus on African 

countries, as most countries in the region fall in

the developing or least developed categories. 

In the analysis that follows, we rely on data

from the World Development Indicators Da-

tabase, from which we present a picture of 

the progress towards achieving the Goals not

only with respect to the target date, but also

deriving from existing growth rates recorded

in Africa over the years. 

In addition to the slum target, we focus

on Goals two and three – achieving univer-

sal primary education and promoting gender 

equality and empowering women. This is be-

cause both relate to two UN-HABITAT youth

and gender mandates. Goal two resolves that 

by 2015, children everywhere, boys and girls

alike, will be able to complete a full course of 

primary schooling. Goal three on the other 

hand, aims to eliminate gender disparity in

primary and secondary education, prefer-

ably by 2005, and in all levels of education no

later than 2015. 

The slum target: Indicator 7.10 - by 

2020, to have achieved a significant 

improvement in the lives of at least 

100 million slum dwellers

This target was reached ten years ahead of the 

deadline. Over the past ten years, the propor-

tion of the urban population living in slums

in the developing world declined from 39.3

percent in 2000 to an estimated 32.7 percent

1 This follows the well known model of growth,

see Clemens et al (2004), s
t
= (1+e-a(t-b))-1

developed by Pierre-François Verhulst (1838). 

2 Oyelaran-Oyeyinka et al. (2010), Latecomer

Development, Knowledge and Innovation for 

Economic Growth, UK: Routledge. See review 

page 65.

A market of New Tokoradi and Kojokrom, Ghana
PHOTOPP © RUTH MCLEOD

Primary school enrollment rates are rising
PHOTOPP © AUSTITT N KIKK NG
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lagging behind. Of these countries, by 2008, 

only Djibouti, Eritrea, Liberia and Niger had

still not achieved 50 percent enrollment.

The 2015 deadline:  

A Sisyphus challenge?

Growth rates are faster starting from a low 

base, but tend to be slower as countries move

closer to the plateau. There are many rea-

sons for this: in many developing countries,

the availability of school buildings is just one 

of the many challenges to raising enrollment

rates. Other factors including predetermined 

ones like parental education levels, household

income, high short-term opportunity costs rel-

ative to low long-term benefits, and negative

gender biases tend to determine enrollment.

The road to achieving universal primary 

education and full gender parity might not be 

as straightforward as conventional wisdom

may suggest.

Goal three: Gender parity in  

primary and secondary education 

For gender parity in primary education, we 

estimate a transition speed of 0.08 for the 

years 1999-2007. Our estimates indicate that

all countries are above the 50 percent mark 

in gender transition in primary education.

Again, starting at 50 percent parity, we esti-

mate that the typical African country would

rise to 70 percent parity after 11 years and 90

percent parity after 27 years. 

Based on the same model, we estimate a tran-

sition speed of 0.05 for gender parity in second-

ary education for the same period. This is lower 

than the transition speed for gender parity in

primary education, implying that gender parity 

decreases at higher levels of education.

A few countries (Chad, Togo, Guinea and

Benin) are below the 50 percent mark while a 

majority of the countries have achieved or are 

close to achieving gender parity. Our analy-

sis indicates that gender parity in secondary 

education for a typical African country would

rise to 70 percent after 17 years and 90 per-

cent after 44 years!

The table above presents a summary of the

different years for the different Goals and as 

we see ceteris paribus, progress tends to slow 

as the plateau is reached. Thus greater efforts

and resources are required as we get closer

to the Goals.

Conclusion

Our analysis of the progress of Millennium De-

velopment Goals in Africa, specifically Goals

two, three and seven, paints a picture of strug-

gle in the drive to meeting the 2015 target.

Good progress is being made towards the 

achievement of these Goals. But when set in 

the light of the target date of 2015, it would be 

easy to label most of Africa as a failure. This 

perception is not entirely correct when meas-

ured against historical precedence; it is dif-

ficult to find any country that achieved such

Goals in the time prescribed. Again, the prob-

lems faced in Africa are highly structural and 

not always limited to supply constraints but

it is equally about the lack of demand. One 

example is female enrollment where female

secondary enrollment dropped relative to fe-

male primary enrollment and this experience

is likely to be repeated in health care, infor-

mation communication technologies and en-

vironment indicators, such as access to water

and sanitation.

An African parent, like parents everywhere,

desires education at all levels, top quality 

health care and a clean living environment 

for his or her family. 

But many households are faced with mak-

ing decisions about the opportunity costs of 

having these services due to the constraints 

in the environment. High opportunity costs

relative to the incentives lead to choices that 

may well contradict the MDGs.

Achieving the education Goals, goes be-

yond just supply. It means pursuing initia-

tives that enable parents to appreciate both 

the short and long-term benefits of education 

for boys and girls.

A few countries stand out in our analysis 

as being leaders in the achievement of the

MDGs. They include Tunisia, Seychelles,

Mauritius, South Africa, Egypt, Malawi and 

Cape Verde. 

Clearly it is important not to dismiss the 

achievements of these countries in light of 

the bigger picture of struggle that we see in 

Africa as a whole.

In sum, based on our analysis, in approxi-

mately 2020, Africa will achieve 80 percent 

enrollment in both universal primary enroll-

ment and gender parity at all levels.

Also the achievements of 90 percent en-

rollment will be attained in 2027, which is 

27 years from the inception year 2000. In 

sum, Africa is on the road of progress but it

will certainly take a little longer than the 2015 

date to get to the end of this road. u

Enrollment

Primary enrollment

Gender parity: primary

Gender parity: secondary

Primary – female 

Primary – male

Secondary – female 

Secondary – male

60%

5

5

8

4

6

7

7

70%

11

11

17

8

12

14

14

80%

17

17

28

13

20

23

23

90%

27

27

44

20

31

37

37

Years to attain

Jangwani, lowland illegal settlement, Tanzania
PHOTOPP © SUZUU IZZ MUTTER
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With the support of Nelson 

Mandela (see box), Klaus

Toepfer, in 1999, the then

Executive Director of United Nations Envi-

ronment Programme and acting Executive

Director of UN-HABITAT, brought the Cities

without Slums action plan to the attention of 

the then UN Secretary-General, Kofi Annan.

The Secretary-General’s response was both

enthusiastic and decisive. In his vision for

the world organization in the 21st century - 

We the Peoples: the role of the United Na-

tions in the twenty-first century – which set

the agenda for the Millennium Summit, the

Secretary-General incorporated and strongly 

supported the Cities without Slums initiative, 

asking all UN member states to endorse and

act on it (paragraphs 134-138 of A/54/2000 

of 27 March 2000).

At this stage, with less than six months

to go before the summit, in his capacity as

patron, Mr. Mandela wrote to a number of 

Heads of State of both developed and devel-

oping countries to help mobilize the political

commitment and financial support ‘required

to achieve our goal of Cities without Slums’.

When the 150 Heads of State and Govern-

ment who participated in the summit pledged

their support along with the other targets set

under ‘Development and poverty eradication’ 

in paragraph 19 of the UN Millennium Dec-

laration (A/RES/55/2), they resolved: “By 

2020, to have achieved a significant improve-

ment in the lives of at least 100 million slum

dwellers as proposed in the Cities without

Slums initiative.”

It is important not to lose sight of the fact

that this was the first time and indeed the

only time that cities, let alone slum dwellers

and urban poverty reduction, have been in-

cluded in an international development goal.

Almost from day one the ‘slum dwellers’ goal

was controversial - first and foremost because

it was focused on urban development. Inevita-

bly the development agency bureaucrats who

swarmed around New York after the Summit

to help translate the Millennium Declara-

tion into the Millennium Development Goals

(MDGs) were preoccupied with the idea that 

the MDGs should reflect the organization and 

historical priorities of their agencies, with the

most strident focused on equating rural devel-

opment and poverty reduction.

Indeed, during the weeks after the Summit

some even tried to eliminate the ‘slum dwell-

ers’ goal because it was urban. Fortunately 

the Secretary-General’s office prevailed, not-

ing that the specific Goals which had been

endorsed by the Heads of State in the Mil-

lennium Declaration could not be eliminated.

Even so by the time the bureaucrats had fin-

ished ‘improving the lives of slum dwellers’

had been moved out from under ‘poverty 

eradication’ and placed somewhat incongru-

ously as the last target under ‘environmental

sustainability’.

While the ‘slum dwellers’ Goal has survived,

at least for the time being, it is hard to overstate

the damage done by those who continue to 

counterpose rural and urban development and

encourage planning against urban growth. 

The reality is that cities are where economies 

modernize, that migration is one of the most ef-ff

fective coping strategies of the rural poor, and

that both rural development and rural poverty 

reduction benefit from urbanization.

Yet given the prevalence of the mindset that

wants to stop urban growth, many govern-

ments and local authorities have continued to

ignore the key corollary objective to scaling-up 

COVER STORY Anniversary of the Millennium Development Goals

Looking back and moving
forward – the goal for 
improving the lives of
slum dwellers
The Cities without Slums action plan was conceived eleven years ago to help focus the  
world’s attention on poverty reduction in cities as an international development priority, 
writes Mark Hildebrand.

Mark Hildebrand PHOTOPP © UN-HABITAT
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slum upgrading in the Cities without Slums 

action plan – that the only way to prevent the

growth of new slums is by planning for future

urban growth. 

Overcoming the fear of planning

As a result, many national governments and

local authorities still refuse to plan for or-

derly urban expansion, for fear of attracting

more people to cities – even though there is 

no credible evidence that shortages of, say,

housing, roads, public facilities, or even

drinking water, have any effect on rural-

urban migration. People come to cities for 

jobs. 

Another controversial feature of the ‘slum 

dwellers’ goal was its target date of 2020 and 

its relatively modest numerical target of ‘at 

least 100 million slum dwellers’. These are 

not congruent with the 2015 MDG target date

or the proportional expression of the other 

MDG goals and targets, beginning with ‘to 

halve, by 2015, the proportion of the world’s 

people whose income is less than one dollar a 

day,’ (para 19, A/RES/55/2).

There is clearly some merit to these con-

cerns and had they not been so intent on tak-

ing the urban Goal out from under ‘poverty 

reduction’ it would have been relatively easy 

for those who translated the Millennium Dec-

laration into the MDGs to express the ‘slum

dwellers’ Goal in these same terms, say ‘to 

halve, by 2015 the proportion of people living 

in slums.’

It is highly unlikely, however, that anyone

has been held back by the fact that the Goal 

was 100 million rather than 500 million, and 

it’s certainly debatable if the number of slum 

dwellers whose lives have been improved over 

the last ten years would have been any different 

even if the target were to have been revised. 

It is the challenging vision of Cities without

Slums, combined with specific actions and 

the idea of concrete citywide and nationwide

targets to improve the living conditions of the

 

Urban population living in slums 1990-2010

Major region or area 1990 1995 2000 2005 2007 2010

Developing regions 656,739 718,114 766,762 795,739 806,910 827,690

Northern Africa 19,731 18,417 14,729 10,708 11,142 11,836

Sub-Saharan Africa 102,588 123,210 144,683 169,515 181,030 199,540

Latin America and the Caribbean 105,740 111,246 115,192 110,105 110,554 110,763

Eastern Asia 159,754 177,063 192,265 195,463 194,020 189,621

Southern Asia 180,449 190,276 194,009 192,041 191,735 190,748

South-Eastern Asia 69,029 76,079 81,942 84,013 83,726 88,912

Western Asia 19,068 21,402 23,481 33,388 34,179 35,713

Oceania 379 421 462 505 524 556

Major region or area 1990 1995 2000 2005 2007 2010

Developing regions 46.1 42.8 39.3 35.7 34.3 32.7

Northern Africa 34.4 28.3 20.3 13.4 13.4 13.3

Sub-Saharan Africa 70 67.6 65 63 62.4 61.7

Latin America and the Caribbean 33.7 31.5 29.2 25.5 24.7 23.5

Eastern Asia 43.7 40.6 37.4 33 31.1 28.2

Southern Asia 57.2 51.6 45.8 40 38 35

South-Eastern Asia 49.5 44.8 39.6 34.2 31.9 31

Western Asia 22.5 21.6 20.6 25.8 25.2 24.6

Oceania 24.1 24.1 24.1 24.1 24.1 24.1

Urban slum population (millions)

Proportion of urban population living in slums (%)

Source: United Nations Population Division, World Urbanization Prospects: The 2007 Revision
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most vulnerable and marginalized urban res-

idents that has inspired mayors, slum dwell-

ers and their governments into action.

The action plan builds on successful com-

munity-based upgrading programmes while 

encouraging governments to address the

broader policy and institutional issues which 

in the past often constrained scale and sus-

tainability. In response a number of coun-

tries have adopted pro-poor policies with the

goal of an inclusive urban citizenship and 

many citywide and nationwide slum upgrad-

ing programmes are underway, often with di-

rect support at the highest political level. And 

these nationwide programmes are inspiring 

others with slum dwellers, local authorities 

and national policy makers learning from 

each other across the continents. Moreover, 

the essential features of successful citywide 

and nationwide slum upgrading have been

identified; detailed guides for policy makers 

have been developed and community based 

organizations of slum dwellers are increas-

ingly forging working partnerships with each

other, and with local authorities, so as to sus-

tain citywide slum upgrading.

Lessons learnt

Is there room for improvement? Yes – almost 

everywhere – but for the sake of brevity there 

are two key lessons drawn from the experi-

ence to date which would improve the pros-

pects for cities without slums.

First, there needs to be a much sharper

focus on the role of slum communities work-

ing in partnership with local authorities and 

service providers in the design and imple-

mentation of measures to improve tenure, in-

frastructure and services in the slums where

they live. Too many countries are still pur-

suing a perverted goal of slum clearance or 

slum eradication by moving slum residents

from often relatively well located but poorly 

serviced sites to locations far away on the ur-

ban periphery. 

The outcomes often result in destroying the

community’s social bonds, disrupting their

livelihoods and creating huge future transport,

energy and environmental costs by promoting 

a misguided and unsustainable de-densifica-

tion of the city. A corollary to this is that slum 

upgrading programmes work most effectively 

when they are locally, not nationally, execut-

ed. Slum dwellers and their organizations are 

much more likely to be involved in design and 

implementation, and the solutions pursued are 

much more likely to favour on-site upgrading,

as opposed to large scale relocations.

Second, there needs to be much more focus

on how cities can effectively anticipate their 

growth and capture the economic, social and 

environmental opportunities it presents. The 

way cities grow is not inevitable – city growth

is shaped by policy and planning choices –

whether they are conscious choices or the

absence of making choices. In other words

refusing to accept that the city will grow of-

ten simply results in growth that is both un-

planned and haphazard – leading to more

and larger slums, as well as to much higher

future infrastructure, energy and environ-

mental costs. Growing slums are a direct con-

sequence of not engaging in realistic mini-

mum preparations for growth.

These preparations need not carry high

financial costs but the stakes for getting out

in front of this growth could not be higher.

Indeed anticipating growth is the only way to

achieve the benefits of higher performance

urbanization, in terms of poverty alleviation,

public health benefits, as well as environmen-

tal sustainability, higher standards of living

and ultimately cities without slums. u
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Eleven years ago, Mark Hildebrand was

on secondment from UN-HABITAT to the

World Bank, leading international efforts

to set up the Cities Alliance which he man-

aged from 1999 to 2006.  Mark worked at 

UN-HABITAT’s headquarters in Nairobi 

from 1980 to 1999 and is actively involved 

in slum upgrading initiatives worldwide.

Cities without Slums was the first product

of the Cities Alliance and it was launched 

by former South African President Nel-

son Mandela at the inaugural meeting of 

the Alliance in Berlin in December 1999.

In his inspiring remarks on the eve of the

new millennium, President Mandela en-

thusiastically took on the role of patron of 

Cities without Slums: “As a man of eighty-

one, I’m entitled to advise you. Don’t fear

old age, it has certain advantages,” he 

said.

“Nothing challenges and threatens our

possibilities of living together in peace-

ful and decent circumstances more than

the continued and growing occurrence of 

massive poverty in the world. How will the

growing urbanization of the next century 

Cities without Slums

affect us as we seek to tackle that central chal-

lenge? 

“The Cities without Slums initiative is a

creative and daring response to urban pover-

ty. We are told that the next century will her-

ald in the world’s first urban millennium, and

if so, we are urgently in need of such planned 

and creative interventions to address the 

consequences of this massive trend in human

migration …

“The current state of affairs of cities around

the world seems to send a clear warning. On

the one hand, urbanization is associated with 

economic productivity and growth. At the 

same time, though, despite their productivity, 

examples of social failures in cities abound…

“Poverty reduction and upgrading of infor-

mal settlements will not be possible unless 

cities are productive and efficient, and ca-

pable of providing the poor with economic 

opportunities to build their assets and in-

comes.

“The next century must truly be the one in 

which we all, no matter where in the world

we conduct our lives and affairs, make the

eradication of poverty and deprivation our 

central concern. Then only shall we be able

to claim the triumph of the best in the hu-

man spirit. I see this initiative as playing a 

central role in that respect... 

“And I must conclude by saying, I am not

going to be a sleeping patron. I am not go-

ing to be an ornament. I want to participate

actively in promoting this initiative, and 

I must therefore insist that I get reports of 

progress…”
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Looking at the Goals
through smart graphics
Explaining the latest facts and figures about the world’s growing cities, the people in them, 
their advantages, their problems, their chances of achieving the Millennium Development 
Goals is never an easy task. But here, Nairobi-based Danish specialist Maiken Lyster Thonke,
whose work is also on display at the Shanghai World Expo 2010, explains it all in a new set of 
graphics – a new way of looking at it – which drew considerable praise when recently unveiled 
at the exhibition of the Fifth session of the World Urban Forum in March.
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Meeting the water and
sanitation targets
The Millennium Target is to halve, by 2015, the proportion of the population without 
sustainable access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation. UN-HABITAT’s water and 
sanitation experts say the poor performance of most water utilities in the developing world
has long been a stumbling block in achieving water and sanitation for all. Here they explain 
what the agency is doing to bring improvements around the world thanks to the UN-HABITAT
Water and Sanitation Trust Fund.

When water flows in the open, it is quickly contaminated, and diseases spread fast, as depicted here in Kenya’s largest slum, Kibera in Nairobi PHOTOPP © UN-HABITAT
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Heavy water losses, poor cus-

tomer service, intermittent

supplies, lack of metering, un-

trained staff and a litany of other woes have

become so entrenched in countries around

the world, that people have often resigned

themselves to their fate.

According to the latest United Nations

research, the facts are that: almost half the

world’s population faces a scarcity of water.

More people are using improved sanitation

facilities, but meeting the target will require a

redoubling of efforts. In developing regions,

nearly one in four people uses no form of san-

itation. Though access to improved drinking

water has expanded, nearly 1 billion people

have no access. Women shoulder the greatest

burden in getting water to the home.

While the central areas of big cities have 

access to water and sanitation, the urban

poor are usually not served. The urban squat-

ter settlements often languish under the most

unhygienic conditions imaginable.

Many activities of the Water and Sanita-

tion Trust Fund have therefore focused on

providing training and technical assistance

to water and sanitation utilities. 

These include the development of strategic

business plans, the implementation of per-

formance improvement plans, water demand

management, billing and revenue collection,

customer care and block mapping.

“A total of eight utilities in three East Afri-

can countries – Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda

– have benefited from our capacity building

initiatives,” said Robert Goodwin, who heads

the Lake Victoria Water and Sanitation Ini-

tiative (LV-WATSAN). “We have adopted a

targeted programme of mentoring, technical

assistance and on-the-job training.”

Mr. Goodwin explained that sometimes, a

simple reorientation of management, rather

than the injection of funds, can help in mak-

ing utilities perform better.

“In the Bukoba utility in Tanzania we

found that they did not have any interaction

with customers,” he said. “We worked with

them on the theme of customer care and

helped them to divide the town into 25 dis-

tricts. Every month someone from the utility 

would visit the representative of each district

and have community interaction.”

Mentoring utilities to help them reduce 

their non-revenue water (NRW) has shown

dramatic results in Kenya. For example,

Gusii Water Company has reduced NRW 

from 61.6 percent to 40.7 percent and the

South Nyanza Water Company has reduced

it from 65 percent to 45 percent, which has

contributed to increased revenues of 65 per-

cent and 48 percent respectively.

“Often we find that the poor, who are not

connected to the water mains, are paying ten

times more than those who are connected,”

said Mr. Goodwin. “Meanwhile, the utilities

sit back with their arms folded.” 

Creative financing

Through UN-HABITAT’s initiatives, these

utilities have set up revolving funds enabling

the poor to get loans to connect to the water

supply. “The loan for the connection fees are

eventually paid back by the poor over a pe-

riod of time,” said Mr.. Goodwin.

UN-HABITAT’s capacity building pro-

grammes for utilities are meshing well with

the bigger institutional plans of East African

governments to overhaul the water sector.

Source:  UN-HABITAT
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In Asia, the quest to provide water and 

sanitation services for all is also progressing.

In Nepal, for example, improved water 

billing software has been developed for nine

small towns, while water and sanitation us-

ers’ committees have been trained to increase 

efficiency in managing service delivery. The 

improved billing system will soon be expand-

ed to 29 more towns. Water and sanitation 

master plans of three municipalities were

drafted and are under a stakeholders’ consul-

tation process for finalization.

In India too, a water demand management

culture is beginning to take root in the opera-

tions of utilities thanks to interventions by 

UN-HABITAT.

“Following the Water Demand Manage-

ment Strategy in the Indian state of Madhya 

Pradesh, the municipal corporations of Gwal-

ior and Jabalpur have established operational

leak detection units,” said Roshan Shreshta, 

Chief Technical Advisor of the agency’s Wa-

ter For Asian Cities Programme. “We have re-

duced losses to the extent of 15 percent in the

target areas of the two cities and about 5,000 

households are benefiting from the improved 

water supply,” he added.

In China, similar programmes for capac-

ity building of utilities, in the realm of water 

conservation and demand management, have 

been successful.

Training and energy audits

To achieve enhanced capacity in managing 

utilities, exposing water utility managers 

and key personnel to best practices in utility 

management and operations through work-

shops and peer-to-peer exchanges, have been

major focuses of the Trust Fund’s activities.

Over 300 utility managers and operators

were trained during the year at workshops 

held in Mexico, Bolivia, Jordan, Bulgaria,

the US Virgin Islands and Uganda. Topics  

covered included water demand manage-

ment, wastewater treatment plant opera-

tions, water safety planning, NRW, energy 

efficiency and utility management for change 

agents.

The linkage between energy and water is

also gaining recognition. “When we first did a

survey of utilities in Africa, we found that 80 

percent of their costs were actually the cost of 

energy,” explained Vincent Kitio, who leads

the Energy Section of UN-HABITAT’s Water,

Sanitation and Infrastructure Branch. “This 

is directly affecting the cost of access to water 

and is therefore our starting point for opti-

mizing energy consumption in utilities.”

Energy audits were carried out for three 

utilities in Africa (Ghana Water Company Ltd,

Addis Ababa Water and Sewerage Authority 

and Plateau State Water Services Board) and

resulted in immediate action. In Ghana, sev-

eral priority recommendations are being im-

plemented by the management of the Ghana 

Water Company Ltd. These measures are ex-

pected to produce annual savings in energy 

costs of about USD 520,000 a year, accounting 

for 18 percent of the total energy cost for the

utility. The savings are expected to be partly 

transferred to the end users through reduced

cost of water and sanitation services. 

Based on the audits of the three utilities, an 

Energy Audit Manual for Utilities in Developing 

Countries has been developed to be further used 

as a tool to reach out to more utilities to focus on

regular energy audits in their operations.

“In 2009, we laid the groundwork for in-

vestments in renewable energy applications

by undertaking a number of feasibility stud-

ies,” Mr. Kitio said.

“These studies have provided a pre-invest-

ment tool to enable local institutions to seek 

funding for project implementation.”

Micro-hydropower was identified as a feasi-

ble option in Kisii, Kenya. “Our report showed 

that a 200 kilowatt plant could provide a stable

A benchmarking exercise carried out

for 134 utilities in sub-Saharan Africa

has laid the foundation for an excit-

ing new initiative called GRUBS or 

Geo-Referenced Utility Benchmark-

ing System. With the help of Google

Earth’s geo-referencing capabilities, 

the benchmarking data can be visu-

ally accessed and dynamically chart-

ed. “This will help in analysis. Bench-

marking indicators can be connected 

to socio-economic data and thus

be used as a tool for pro-poor invest-

ment planning,” said Mr. El-Awar,

GWOPA Programme Manager at

UN-HABITAT. “The indicators can

be charted with respect to time, so it 

will be a dynamic chart.”

GRUBS – The new 
Facebook for

utilities?

A new rain water storage tank in Ethiopia PHOTOPP © UN-HABITAT
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and clean source of energy for water pumping

and reduce electricity costs for the water utility 

by over 79 percent,” he added. The Trust Fund 

is currently working with the Kisii Municipal 

Authorities to identify a financial partner for

the implementation of this project.

A number of utilities in the Caribbean have 

embarked on intensive energy audits within

their own operations with the assistance of the 

Inter-American Development Bank. This en-

gagement is the result of an intensive training 

and experience exchange on energy efficiency 

in utilities, held in the US Virgin Islands in Oc-

tober 2009, with support from the Global Wa-

ter Operators Partnership Alliance.

Feasibility studies have also been under-

taken to evaluate the potential for generating 

biogas in seven African countries. As a result, 

a total of 29 project profiles have been devel-

oped. Five potential biogas plants in Kenya, 

Tanzania and Uganda have been identified

to be implemented as pilot projects and the 

Trust Fund is working with local authorities

and other partners to mobilize funds to im-

plement the pilot projects. In Laos, biogas 

digesters at the community level and market 

place are being piloted in ‘cluster villages’.

Waste management

Much of the filth and unhygienic conditions 

endured by the urban poor are due to the ab-

sence of waste management. While the big

cities are able to put their waste out of public

sight, the small urban centres in secondary 

towns struggle. 

The Trust Fund was involved in many ac-

tivities that helped to build capacity in solid 

waste and wastewater management. These

included the supply of hardware, project 

preparation and implementation of pilot 

demonstration projects, assistance in prepar-

ing solid waste management strategies and

action plans, and the training of personnel

and setting-up community-based solid waste

management systems.

“We have achieved a balance of technical as-

sistance on hardware provision together with

new and novel approaches to capacity-build-

ing and training,” said Graham Alabaster,

UN-HABITAT focal point for waste. “There

are also opportunities for income generation 

through recycling and reduced environmental

impacts including climate change.”

Significant progress was also made in

putting up a working model of a solid waste

management system for small urban centres

in seven towns in the Lake Victoria Water and 

Sanitation Initiative. “First, equipment was

Long underestimated, the impacts 

of corruption are finally being ac-

knowledged as not only costing bil-

lions of dollars in wasted funds and 

lost revenue, but also as responsible 

for perpetuating poverty and harm 

to the environment.

In the year 2009, UN-HABITAT

has engaged with the issue of cor-

ruption and has developed several 

publications that address this prob-

lem. The community-based water 

and sanitation projects, across Af-

rica, Asia and Latin America, while 

not aimed at directly addressing cor-

ruption, have empowered communi-

ties and have made local authorities 

more accountable to them. 

It has also been observed that 

these projects bring about an  

attitudinal change in utility staff and 

promote a greater sense of service 

amongst them, thereby reducing 

corruption risks. Mapping initia-

tives combining Information Tech-

nology and participatory approach-

es in monitoring services are also 

amongst the innovative strategies 

that UN-HABITAT is implementing, 

partly with support from Google.org.

UN-HABITAT is also engaged with 

Transparency International and the 

Water Integrity Network in develop-

ing an innovative response to fight 

corruption in the water and sanita-

tion sector. Starting with country risk 

assessments, it is planned to carry out 

multi-stakeholder workshops to de-

velop strategies for engagement and

identify focal points or ‘champions’

in selected countries. The capacity 

of these focal points and champions 

would be developed through training

and action plans for specific water in-

tegrity actions.

Confronting
corruption

g

The ancient Indian saying Vasudhaiva 

Kutumbakam (The world is one fam-

ily) could well apply to the Global Wa-

ter Operators’ Partnerships Alliance 

(GWOPA). This Alliance hosted by 

UN-HABITAT’s Water and Sanitation 

Trust Fund aims to scale up peer-to-

peer support between water operators

around the world. “No one has all the

answers, but residing within the water

utilities of the world is the practical

knowledge and expertise that water

operators need today,” said Faraj-El-

Awar, the GWOPA Programme Man-

ager at UN-HABITAT. “Sharing this 

living library of knowledge to bridge 

capacity gaps is what Water Operators’ 

Partnerships or WOPs are all about.” 

High profiling of WOPs at international 

Growing the global family of water operators

water sector events during 2009 such

as the World Water Forum in Istanbul, 

World Water Week at Stockholm, Singa-

pore Water Week and the IWA Congress 

in Mexico, were successful in building

a brand name for WOPs. At the UN Sec-

retary General’s Advisory Board meet-

ings in 2009, the WOPs programme was 

recognized as a very successful outcome

of its Hashimoto Action Plan. Other key 

events are also helping GWOPA build the

credibility needed to achieve financial

independence from the WSTF in coming

years.

The level of resources for water and

sanitation programmes was boosted by 

the following additional contributions

(see next box) earmarked for the listed

activities.
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ness about different options available for

solid waste management in cities.”

In Pakistan technical assistance has been 

provided to demonstrate, promote and build

capacity in decentralized wastewater man-

agement for Nawabshah and Sanghar dis-

tricts of Sindh province. 

In Nepal, the WSTF has assisted in

strengthening the policy framework for

solid waste management. “We have helped

in preparing a draft Solid Waste Manage-

ment Act, which has been approved by the

Ministerial Cabinet and is under review by 

the Ministry of Law and Justice,” said Mr.

Shreshta. 

Also, wastewater volumes have been

reduced by 10 percent through the use of 

small treatment plants in Kunming, China

thanks to UN-HABITAT-supported initia-

tives. Similar initiatives have been imple-

mented in the towns of Puer, Jinghong and

Shuangjiang with participation from the

utilities and communities, resulting in sig-

nificant environmental improvements.

In Latin America, support was given to the

municipality of Managua, Nicaragua, to im-

prove solid waste management in the city and

to identify a strategy to promote increased

waste recovery and recycling.

“The preparatory activities for the invest-

ment phase of the project such as baseline

studies and strategic planning which we 

undertook with the municipality are al-

most complete and the plans to scale up 

the project are taking shape,” said Victor

Arroyo, Regional Coordinator for WSTF’s 

programmes in Latin America and the Car-

ibbean. “A positive outcome we had in Bo-

livia was the creation of a municipal water

company (ECORES) to improve solid waste

management and encourage best prac-

tices in solid waste disposal by the project

clients.”

As world leaders prepare again to review 

progress on the Millennium Development

Goals in coming months, work on the water 

targets has to continue, regardless.

Bert Diphoorn, Director of UN-HABITAT’s 

Human Settlements Financing Division said: 

“I am convinced that a growing awareness of 

the future urban challenges and a recogni-

tion and appreciation of our work will lead 

to further financial support of development

partners, foundations and last, but not least,

the private sector.” u

delivered and put into operation in three

pilot towns,” said Mr. Goodwin who over-

sees the initiative. “A capacity-enhancement 

programme in solid waste management was 

started to assist the municipal councils in the 

seven towns and for promoting community-

based approaches to waste recycling and re-

source recovery.”

In the two Kenyan towns of Kisii and Homa 

Bay where the programme has been complet-

ed, there is a noticeable impact towards im-

proved environmental sanitation, especially 

in the market areas of the towns.

“Demonstration projects can go a long way 

in promoting effective approaches to waste-

water management,” said Andre Dzikus who

heads the Water for Asian Cities programme.

“For example, we have used them to promote

waste-to-energy generation in communities.” 

“In the small towns of Laos, China,  

Cambodia and Vietnam, we have laid an em-

phasis on community-based approaches for 

waste management just as we do in other 

parts of the world,” said Mr. Dzikus. “At the

regional level, we organized an expert group 

meeting in Fukuoka, Japan, to spread aware-

In 2009, the main activities supported

by the Water and Sanitation Trust Fund

comprised general trust fund activities

and two replicable model initiatives,

the Lake Victoria Water and Sanita-

tion Initiative (LVWATSAN) and the

Mekong Region Water and Sanitation

Initiative (MEK-WATSAN). Also, the

activities funded by Google.org con-

tinued in 2009 against the earmarked

contribution. Resources available for

the general water and sanitation trust

fund in 2009 amounted to USD 17.26

million with USD 2.34 million and USD

14.92 million from the Governments

of Norway and Spain respectively. The

2009 contribution from Norway saw 

a reduction in the estimated income

due to exchange rate fluctuation. The

budget estimate was adjusted down-

wards from USD 2.91 million to USD

2.34 million. The Water and Sanitation

programme, however, gained from the

previous year’s savings realized against

the Canada Fund for Africa an amount

to the tune of USD 0.5 million. CIDA 

agreed to extend the grant duration to

31 March 2010 and for these savings to

be utilized for planned activities. The

limited resources for the regional and

country level operations for the Water

for African Cities and Water for Asian

Cities programmes have been com-

mitted fully. Delivery of programmes

in Latin America and the Caribbean

Interim financing 2009

picked up in the second half of the year. 

The solid waste management programme in  

Nicaragua has also taken off with a major com-

ponent initiated with the support of UNOPS 

under an MOU with UN-HABITAT. Under 

the LV-WATSAN Initiative, the brought-for-

ward balance from 2008 amounted to USD 

6.3 million. This is the balance of funds un-

der the agreement with the Government of 

The Netherlands. This amount is available 

for the period 2009 and 2010. For 2009, the 

projected expenditure was USD 4.0 million 

with the balance of the total budget planned 

for activities in 2010 amounting to USD 2.3 

million. Against the budget of USD 4 mil-

lion, the preliminary expenditure in 2009 

is USD 3.8 million, representing 95 percent 

delivery of funds.

Cooperation Agreements have been 

signed in the three countries: Laos, Vietnam

and Cambodia. The 2009 MEK-WATSAN 

budget from the contribution of the Govern-

ment of The Netherlands was established at 

USD 2.5 million while the interim expendi-

tures are at USD 2.46 million, represent-

ing 98 percent delivery. For the Google.org 

funded project, delays experienced in the 

first quarter of 2009 resulted in a request 

to revise the budget in 2009 to reflect the 

revised implementation schedule and to ex-

tend the grant duration. Google.org granted 

an extension to 31 July 2010. In 2009, the 

budget was revised to USD 1.56 million. The

preliminary expenditure of USD 1.36 mil-

lion represents a delivery percentage of 87.
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No. 

1

2

3

4 

5

6 

7

Total

Amount USD

329,380.77

10,000.00

114,062.00

145,000.00 

50,000.00

10,836.21

105,250.00

764,528.98

Donor

Government of Italy

Coca Cola Nepal

UN CERF

BASF

Fukuoka Habitat Institute

Bentley University 

Japan Habitat Association

Programme

Lake Victoria urban schools water and sanitation project

Demonstration of community rain water recharge techniques

in Patan, Nepal

Emergency water and sanitation assistance to populations 

affected by Typhoon Ketsana in Laos

Enabling access of Kosi flood affected people to water and

sanitation facilities in Bilhar, India and Sunsari District

Nepal 

Water and sanitation projects in Myanmar and China

Project ‘H2
0’

A pilot project in the Lake Victoria intervention towns aims

to demonstrate that improvement of shelter accompanied by 

provision of water and sanitation facilities can bring about

better results in respect of care for HIV/AIDS orphans and 

other vulnerable groups

Source:  The UN-HABITAT Water and Sanitation Trust Fund Annual Report 2009

The Lake Victoria Water and Sanitation Initiative has brought noticeable improvements in sanitation PHOTOPP © UN-HABITAT
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How science parks are 
assisting urban
development in Asia

The Singapore Science Park is designed with peace and tranquillity in mind PHOTOPP © COCC URTESY OF ASCENDAS

More and more cities across Asia are building science and technology parks to try and emulate 
the success of Silicon Valley in the USA. Kirsty Tuxford reveals how these parks not only
improve economic conditions for locals but also influence urban development.
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academia and industries to enhance our own 

green building energy efficiency.” 

Life behind the golden gates

Tech Park Bangalore opened its doors thanks

to a government-to-government initiative be-

tween Singapore and India in 1998. Today it

is a thriving world within a city, with more 

than 140 businesses, and over 24,000 em-

ployees, 18 kilometres from the city of Banga-

lore. The park boasts a ‘live-work-play’ envi-

ronment, with those who live and work inside

this gated community referred to as ‘parkites’.

of life of the less fortunate… and contributes

to welfare organizations and disaster relief 

programmes, including the Southern Qinghai

Earthquake, the Asia Tsunami Relief Fund and

the Sichuan Earthquake Relief Fund.”

Fortunately, the desire to invest in urban

development is also demonstrated by other

science parks too. Nik Hazma, marketing man-

ager at Technology Park Malaysia (TPM) said:

“TPM has had a positive impact on urban de-

velopment. The park has organized CSR pro-

grammes…and we have started green building

initiatives through working in partnership with

International Tech Park Bangalore has stringent green building policies PHOTOPP © COCC URTESY OF ASCENDAS

Maycy Ramos’ house was de-

vastated in the floods fo-

llowing typhoon Ketsana in 

the Philippines on 26 September 2009. Mas-

sive torrents of water in Metro Manila caused 

distress for almost two million people, with 

almost 400,000 made homeless. Thanks to 

money generated by science parks, Maycy 

still has a roof over her head. “We can ne-

ver thank Ascendas enough for the help they 

have extended us,” said Maycy.

Ascendas are one of the biggest providers

of business space in Asia and they manage 

science and technology parks in more than 

30 cities in 10 countries. Two of their biggest 

parks are the Singapore Science Park and the 

International Tech Park Bangalore (ITPB).

Through their corporate social responsibil-

ity (CSR) projects they have injected funds 

into several grassroots urban development 

schemes. After the Philippine floods, As-

cendas staff raised SGD 15,727 (USD 11,092)

in donations, and Ascendas contributed an

equal amount to be used for the restoration

of flood-damaged homes.

Science and technology parks, modelled on 

Silicone Valley in the USA, are springing up 

across Asia as governments attempt to propel 

their respective nations into an innovation-

based economy. Businesses inside the parks

can take advantage of a protected environ-

ment, tax incentives, reduced rents and ac-

cess to power and technology while creat-

ing knowledge-based jobs and stimulating 

economic development. Companies within 

the park often work alongside universities, 

that can be private or public sector and are

hi-tech or science-related. Science parks dif-

fer from business districts because they are

planned, self-contained cities, with workers

living inside the park. A Utopia for those on 

the inside, but a key issue is whether the eco-

nomic profits generated are used to impact 

positively on the development of surrounding 

urban communities.

Investing in the poor

In 2009, Ascendas staff in Vietnam used their

own hands, along with the charitable group 

Habitat for Humanity, and built a 47 square

metre house for a homeless family in Tien 

Giang province. Senior Vice President and 

Head of Group Human Resource and Admin-

istration, Mrs Lorraine Ng, explained: “Ascen-

das undertakes projects to improve the quality 
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awards won by Ascendas science parks, includ-

ing the Singapore Environmental Council’s Eco-

office certification for the company headquar-

ters at The Galen in the Singapore Park.

Not everyone is happy about the environ-

mental impact of science parks. The Central

Taiwan Science Park has implemented numer-

ous urban development initiatives in local 

communities, but sparked controversy over 

its fourth-stage expansion project in Erlin, 

Changhua County. A report in the Taiwanese

newspaper, The China Post, in October 2009 

tells how more than 100 local fisherman

held a protest against the planned expansion

claiming that it would cause serious pollution

of some of Taiwan’s principal aquaculture 

zones and fishing grounds. A spokesperson

from the Park explained that this mission is to 

“keep the environment clear and green”, and

that the expansion plan follows a “strict pol-

lution prevention mechanism” approved by 

the Environmental Impact Assessment. “As a

result, there’s no way to contaminate the irri-

gation water of surrounding farms,” said the

Park’s administration.

Indulgencies for parkites come in the form of a

fully equipped gym, retail centre, on-site restau-

rants, landscaped gardens, a busy social calen-

dar and comfortable living and working condi-

tions. A far cry from the frenzied lifestyle found 

in Bangalore, it seems this Elysian paradise is a 

preferable place to exist rather than the grittier, 

more challenging outside world.

“I’m happy to work in a park like this, be-

cause the infrastructure in India, it’s not so

modern,” said an ITPB employee. A sentiment 

backed up by statistics: LIM Sin Tiow, CEO,

Ascendas India said that the Park enjoys “high 

employee retention rates”.

Not everyone lives and works inside science d

parks, but the preference for life inside is ech-

oed by Nik Hazma from TPM in Malaysia. He

works in the park but lives about 35 kilometres

away. He said: “The park is a gated community 

and very conducive. I used to work in Kuala

Lumpur years back – life was always a rush.” 

Who benefits most?

When a science park springs up it’s conceivable

that local communities may feel some resent-

ment towards this buzzing hive of economic

activity and opportunity unless they too are

gaining from its presence. A Bangalore Park 

employee said: “The Park is an icon in the area. 

Out of 24,000 employees, about 10 percent are 

expats and the rest are from India. The park 

has a lot of support staff, such as housekeepers

and cleaners, who come from the local com-

munity. There are also plans to develop about

three million square feet (278,709 square me-

tres) of business space. And also a 450,000

square foot retail mall with shops, cinemas and 

food and beverage outlets, which will serve the

entire community [from inside the Park] and

from the suburbs.” Nik Hazma from TPM con-

curred that the same benefits are occurring in 

Malaysia: “TPM has offered jobs to the com-

munity. As new technology develops, compa-

nies and ‘technopreneurs’ are established.” 

ITPB has also improved the local transport

system in collaboration with the state bus

company: “We provide 120 buses to about 80 

destinations across the city,” said the Park’s

spokesperson. This situation is mirrored in

Malaysia: “The community has benefited a lot

from the development of TPM. The popula-

tion has grown to 15,000, and [because of this]

public transport is much more reliable, hous-

ing development is growing steadily and about 

9,000 professional jobs have been created,”

explained Nik Hazma.

Green business

Green building is top of the agenda for many 

science parks. Mr Yew Chin Tan, CEO, Ascend-

as Land (S) Pte Ltd explained: “Ascendas makes

great efforts to set the benchmark in environ-

ment-friendly developments for the real estate 

sector.” A fact proven by the number of green 

‘Parkites’ work out in the on-site gym in the Singapore Science Park PHOTOPP © COCC URTESY OF ASCENDAS

Ascendas employees plant trees as part of the 
company’s Go Green initiative

PHOTOPP © COCC URTESY OF ASCENDAS

The Taiwan Science Park is so successful, it is
expanding PHOTOPP © COCC URTESY OF ASCENDAS
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local community, a park should have a far-

reaching CSR programme that injects some

of the wealth it generates back into the poor-

est communities, because without that, flood 

victims such as Maycy might not still have a 

home, and the division between rich and poor

would only grow. u

Built to last?

Critics have brought the sustainability of sci-

ence parks into question. The location of a park 

is very important for its survival. Nik Hazma ad-

mitted: “[In TPM] skilled workers are still lack-

ing in some areas.” And many analysts claim 

there’s no need to artificially create a special-

ized zone for science and technology research 

and innovation, as forward-thinking compa-

nies will automatically cluster together to share

ideas and inspire competitiveness. A report 

from the UK House of Commons in 2003 found 

that the most successful biotechnology clusters 

have developed by coincidence, as opposed to 

deliberate design and public policy.

A 2003 report on the longevity of science

parks by Jia et al. accused some parks in China

and India of housing new businesses that don’t

satisfy the criteria for incubation in a science

park, claiming that local developers are merely 

taking advantage of cheap real estate deals and 

tax incentives. The problem with these accusa-

tions though, is that the level of innovation from

companies within a science park is difficult to 

measure – especially once the company has

grown, spread it’s wings and flown the nest. 

Besides, in the case of a science park, the

ethos is that the whole is greater than the sum

of its parts; perhaps not all businesses within 

the park are leaders in their field, but the com-

bined economic thrust created by the entire

cluster of businesses attracts investment, cre-

ates jobs and allows the park as a whole to in-

fluence and invest in urban development.

IT, a springboard for development

Bringing Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) to developing countries is

a proven way to augment development. The

World Bank collaborates with the International

Finance Corporation on an initiative to pro-

mote access to ICTs in what the Bank says is

one of its most successful programmes in terms 

of returns and development impact. The Bank 

reports that in India and the Philippines, for

every new job created in the IT sector, between

two and four jobs are created in other sectors.

Science parks are a great way to provide jobs, 

boost investment and allow developing coun-

tries to become part of the global economy.

Parkites derive focus, ambition and stimula-

tion from the parks’ cluster-like nature and 

the all-encompassing lifestyle. In general it

seems parks in Asia have a positive impact on

urban development, but that’s not to say that a

park can just be assembled anywhere – careful 

thought needs to be given to the location: are 

there enough skilled workers, and is the envi-

ronment going to be compromised? And above

all, it’s not enough for a park to claim it has 

improved urban development just because it

has laid on a few extra buses to and from the

Daycare for employees’ children in the Singapore Science Park PHOTOPP © COCC URTESY OF ASCENDAS The eco-award winning Galen building in 
Singapore PHOTOPP © COCC URTESY OF ASCENDAS

The Singapore Science Park buildings are energy 

efficient PHOTOPP © COCC URTESY OF ASCENDAS
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The Georgia Legislature is becoming more accommodating towards Atlanta PHOTOPP © SCOTT HATHCOATHH

A tlanta — ‘Sodom and Gomor-

rah’, Biblical cities destroyed by 

God for the sins of their inhab-

itants, is a term the rural politicos used to 

apply to villify Atlanta. At county barbecues, 

they’d rail against the alleged debauchery of 

Georgia’s lead city. 

Habits persist: even today, the state of 

Georgia does little for the city that put it 

on the world economic map. The story’s 

not totally unique: there’s perennial sus-

picion, especially in rural and small town 

areas, of America’s top cities and metro-

politan regions — even as these ‘city-states’ 

become the engines of creative activity that 

drive entire statewide and US economies. 

But in Georgia, the ice has started to melt. 

With strong bipartisan support from a con-

servative Republican governor and a liberal 

Democratic mayor, and with a determined 

chamber of commerce president leading the 

campaign, the Georgia Legislature has finally 

agreed to let the Atlanta region — and in the 

process others around the state — to vote on 

whether they want to add a penny sales tax 

for transport improvements. 

For the Atlanta region, this is close to a make-

or-break move. With its spectacular economic 

growth of recent decades, the area has been

convulsed by world-class traffic gridlock. The 

region’s roadway and anaemic public transport 

systems lag so seriously that Metropolitan At-

lanta is becoming three or four ‘truncated’ la-

bour markets, very difficult to commute in or 

among. The situation threatens to trigger some

corporate move-outs and represents a red flag

for potential new employers.

America’s top cities and metropolitan regions are becoming the engines of creative activity 
that drive entire statewide and US economies, says Neal Peirce, an advisor to the UN-HABITAT
World Urban Campaign and one of America’s foremost urban affairs writers. 

Georgia’s metro
breakthrough: self-tax

gg

power, region by region
gg
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trying to tax themselves for major needs no

longer look like outliers. And regional deci-

sion-making becomes a new norm.

That’s a fascinating model for these times,

ideal for transport, maybe fresh water sup-

ply systems and other major issues. Thanks 

Georgia. u

© Washington Post Writers Group

Reed acknowledged, “We were on the

brink of failing again” this April. But Wil-

liams said Reed’s intercessions — includ-

ing mobile phone calls corralling votes as 

he walked to the Georgia State Capitol the 

night of the vote — made a critical difference 

in passage.

What does the Georgia breakthrough 

mean for the rest of America?

First, bipartisanship can be developed, 

‘Tea Party’-like nihilism averted, if a gov-

ernor and legislative leaders work hard to 

make it happen.

Second, mobilizing a metropolitan busi-

ness community behind reform makes a 

major difference. It’s worth noting Williams

visited metro cities from Phoenix to Denver 

to San Diego asking business and political 

leaders how to make breakthroughs. They 

invariably face uphill battles against their 

state governments, he noted.

Third, the idea of staging ‘roundtables’, 

not just in the biggest metro but in regions

across a state, is extraordinarily promising. 

It requires clear local discussions on major 

issues; it obliges citizens to debate, and de-

cide, whether to tax themselves. Big metros

But the state government, up to now, hasn’t 

seemed to care — a reflection, it seems of its 

rural, anti-Atlanta prejudices. And those 

prejudices are ingrained. Case in point: while 

state governments nationwide provide some 

15 percent of their cities’ operating budgets, 

for Atlanta the figure is just 2 percent, ac-

cording to consultant firm Bain & Co. and 

National League of Cities reports. 

The traffic impasse became a cause celebre

for the Metro Atlanta Chamber of Commerce 

and its president, Sam Williams. He recount-

ed how “we beat the drum for four years” to 

get permission for a regional transport sales 

tax add-on, enlisting the aid of the Georgia 

State Chamber, top Atlanta corporations,

county officials and mayors, plus Chamber al-

lies in such regions as Savannah and Macon.

A pointed message was also telegraphed 

to would-be candidates for state office: their 

position on transport funding would be a 

‘litmus test’ of whether they could expect

campaign support from the business com-

munity.

Then Williams and his allies claimed a dol-

lars and cents carrot — that the new trans-

port funding would add, in 10 years, some 

USD 8 billion to USD 9 billion of private 

sector investment that otherwise couldn’t be 

expected.

But the Atlanta-versus-the rest of Georgia 

issue kept thwarting legislative action.

Governor Sonny Perdue gets credit for sug-

gesting the compromise that finally worked: 

to allow any one of 12 regions across Georgia

to decide on an added transport tax them-

selves. A ‘roundtable’ of local mayors and 

county officials will select potential projects, 

negotiating with the state transport depart-

ment to assure they seem reasonable. Then 

there’ll be a regional referendum to approve 

or reject the plan and the 10-year, one-cent

sales tax add-on to finance it.

Passage of the bill was touch-and-go to the

last minute, complicated by issues over funds

for MARTA, the Atlanta region’s long-under-

funded and troubled rapid rail system.

But a key role was played by Atlanta’s 

new mayor, Kasim Reed, a diplomatically 

skilled veteran of 11 years in the legislature.

Reed, an African-American, is so respected 

that he was the first Atlanta mayor to be 

invited to speak from the well of the State

House of Representatives — now Republi-

can controlled.

ANALYSISTransport

Atlanta has been convulsed by traffic gridlock
PHOTOPP © DIEGO SINNING

Atlanta’s public transport is lagging behind that of other big US cities PHOTOPP © DIEGO SINNING
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I n the last 50 years, urban transport 

has been characterized by a tremen-

dous increase in the use of the private 

car and the parallel development of road in-

frastructure and parking space. As occurred 

with public transport a century ago, the car 

dependence model has played a major role in

structuring urban and suburban development 

along highway corridors, with little regard for 

public transport.

The most adverse effects include congestion, 

higher transport costs for the community, loss

of valuable green space, higher energy con-

sumption, pollution, and the related health

problems, and social exclusion of those unable

to afford cars.

A renewed focus of urban and transport

planners, decision-makers (at local, regional 

and national level) and property developers on 

the relationship between public transport and 

urban planning is thus urgently required.

In all cities of the world the integration of 

transport and urban planning is a challenge.

However, the problem is particularly acute 

in fast growing cities in transition and devel-

oping economies that are struggling to plan 

transport infrastructure and simultaneously 

manage their rapid growth.

The rationale for integration 

The benefits of the integration of urban plan-

ning and public transport are many. Integrating

development projects with public transport can 

lead to improved quality of life, socio-economic 

development and urban renewal. 

The integration of public transport and ur-

ban planning also enables higher density de-

velopment which has positive benefits both for 

health and the environment: more efficient use 

of land, higher energy efficiency, less pollution, 

climate change mitigation and protection of 

open space through smarter growth patterns.

For the overall urban economy, transport

costs for compact development around public

transport are generally lower than for dispersed

car-dependent development. In addition, ben-

efits accrue for the private sector through more

successful, profitable development projects.

ANALYSIS Transport

An artist’s view of Tokyo Station City: not only a transit point but also a focal point for life-style activities PHOTOPP © COCC URTESY OF EASTEE JT AJJ PANPP RAILWAY COMCC PANYPP

Jerome Pourbaix, Senior Manager, UITP, International Association of Public Transport

How to integrate public
transport and urban 

g p

development 
pp
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Successful public-private partnerships can be

mutually beneficial and help finance public 

transport lines or other infrastructure. 

Finally, the integration of public transport

and urban planning has an effect on mode

choice: well-designed areas where sustainable 

modes are given priority are characterized by 

higher public transport use and lower car use.

Attracting more people to use public transport 

also improves its productivity and its image, 

creating a virtuous circle where public trans-

port can offer enhanced services and attract

more ridership.

Developing a shared vision across all 

policy sectors 

As a starting point, it is essential to develop a 

shared vision for public transport and urban de-

velopment. This entails the integration of policy 

frameworks for urban development and public 

transport planning. It also requires some form of 

institutional coordination between public trans-

port and urban planning departments. The key 

is to ensure reciprocal understanding between

actors and disciplines which usually do not co-

operate sufficiently with each other. In today’s

cities where mobility is increasingly a regional

phenomenon, a regional vision for public trans-

port and spatial development is essential.

In Curitiba, Brazil, the principle of decentral-

ized urban development along structural corri-

dors was adopted in the 1960s. Priority is given 

to the bus rapid transit system with more than 

70 kilometres of reserved lanes for buses. Curit-

iba’s development model is being adapted in or-

der to take up the challenges caused by the rapid 

growth of the metropolitan area in recent years. 

In Amman, Jordan, in 2007 the National 

Transport Ministry gave the Municipality full 

responsibility over public transport at a time 

when it was embarking on the development

of a new master plan to accommodate a huge 

population increase. Public transport was

made the backbone of the master plan.

Cooperation between public 

authorities and private developers

Private property developers play a key role

in the development of the urban landscape.

It is crucial to promote joint-development

projects where public transport provision is

fully integrated from the outset. Urban devel-

opment project proposals could be required

to pass an integration audit by the public

transport authority. The increase in land val-

ue related to public transport development

could also be taken into account to support

the investment.

The Bridge is a large, mixed use, brown-

field development in Kent Thameside (East of 

London, UK). Thanks to a successful partner-

ship between a property developer, the local 

authority and a bus operator, the construc-

tion of The Bridge was able to go forward

through the construction of a high quality 

bus network, called Fastrack, and policies to

encourage more sustainable travel choices.

Public transport services were fully opera-

tional before residents moved in. This project

received an award for outstanding innovation 

in public transport from UITP and the Inter-

national Transport Forum in May 2010. 

Developing around public transport 

New residential or office developments often 

take place in the suburbs. Structuring dense, 

mixed-use suburban development along a

high-quality public transport network with

good connections to the city centre and other

peripheral areas is vital to reduce the need for

motorized mobility and automobile depend-

ence in suburban areas. 

Over one million people live in the rapidly 

growing southern part of the region of Madrid, 

Spain. Towns in that area are now interconnect-

ed by a circular Metro line, the MetroSur, fully 

integrated with metro and commuter rail net-

works. Supported by the regional government, 

the development of this line has encouraged the 

emergence of an entire network of essential fa-

cilities and services, such as cultural and sports

centres, schools and universities, health centres 

and hospitals, shopping and leisure centres. 

This means that the dependence of this area

on the centre of Madrid is gradually declining,

and what looked like dormitory towns back in 

the 1970s and 1980s have now developed into

modern towns on their own right.

Stations that are more than stations 

Concentrating and connecting mixed ac-

tivities – offices, retail stores and hotels

– around stations or nodes served by high-

capacity public transport lines not only helps

to achieve a critical mass, which brings added 

value to each activity but it also transforms a

mere transit point into a real living place.

Japan’s innovative Tokyo Station City,

has been transformed into one of the most

advanced rail hubs in the world with offices, 

shops and other facilities with something of 

interest for everyone. u

ANALYSISTransport

High density development along bus corridors in Curitiba: putting people where public transport 
services exist PHOTOPP © COCC URTESY OF FABFF IO DUARTEUU , PEE ONTITT FÍCICC AII  UNIVERSIDADE CATÓCC LICA DO PARANÁPP

Fastrack is the result of a fruitful partnership
between public authorities and private actors

PHOTOPP © COCC URTESY OF FASTRACKFF

Economic aspects of the integration of pub-

lic transport and urban development, nota-

bly Land Value Capture, will be discussed 

at the UITP International Conference on 

Public Transport Financing in Hong-Kong,

15-18 November 2010.

See www.uitp.org/hongkong2010

Don’t miss the UITP pavilion and its exhibi-

tion on the integration of public transport 

and urban planning at the Shanghai World 

Expo.
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Hungry cities: why urban
food production could be
the silver bullet

The proposed vertical farm could be built in urban centres PHOTOPP © VERTVV ITT CAL FARMFF
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dwellers eat. Vertical farms will have year-

round crop production, with one indoor hec-

tare being equivalent to 1.6 - 2.6 outdoor hec-

tares or more, depending upon the crop (for 

example for strawberries, one indoor hectare 

is the equivalent to 12 outdoor hectares).

There are no crop failures due to droughts, 

floods or pests and all vertical farm food is

grown organically with no herbicides, pesti-

cides or fertilizer being used in the produc-

tion process. The vertical farm concept aims

to reduce fossil fuel usage in food production 

by cutting the distance considerably between 

producer and consumer.

“You pick it and eat it. You don’t pick it,

store it, ship it, pack it, display it, sell it, un-

pack it and eat it. It’s real fast food,” said De-

spommier. This would greatly reduce current 

dependence on oil and would inturn reduce 

food costs. Currently, 20 percent of oil used 

in the USA goes towards agriculture, and 95 

percent of food is oil-dependent. 

“We’re very hungry for fossil fuels — it 

takes about 10 calories to produce every calo-

rie of food that we consume in the West,” said 

Carolyn Steel.

Once the foundations for the vertical farm

are in place the plots can expand upwards by 

stacking one on top of the other, making it 

more space and energy efficient. “Fossil fuels 

play a huge role in traditional farming, but

they play no role in vertical farming in urban

centres,” said Despommier. Vertical farms

can in fact add energy back to the grid via 

methane generation from composting non-

edible parts of plants and animals. 

Water needs reduced 

Vertical farms also present advantages in

terms of the consumption of water. On a glo-

bal level 70 percent of the available liquid

fresh water on the planet is used for irriga-

tion. Vertical farms can take advantage of the 

latest agricultural technology that also serves 

to reduce water usage, namely hydroponic 

and aeroponic machinery. 

Hydroponic farming indoors uses 70 per-

cent less water than outdoor irrigation, and 

aeroponics, which is a further development 

from hydroponics, are where the roots are 

sprayed with a thin film of water, and uses

approximately more than two-thirds less wa-

ter than hydroponic farming. By using hydro-

ponic or aeroponic farming for crops, a vast

quantity of fresh water could be saved.

It is possible to supply all of the nutrients 

in chemical form, without soil, and apply 

them directly to the roots through these tech-

niques, which were first established in the 

1930s. “It’s not a secret. And it results in deli-

cious, healthy, disease-free produce all year 

round,” added Despommier. 

The US city, Newark, in New Jersey, has 

commissioned a feasibility study, with Chi-

cago and New York expressing a ‘strong in-

terest’, according to Despommier.

Vertical farming could provide a real solu-

tion to a future food crisis. “It’s difficult to 

implement real change because it depends on

how obvious and imminent the danger is. The

attitude is: ‘someone will come to our rescue’

or ‘it all looks fine to me’. If you are an up-

per-middle class person living in the United 

States then everything looks rosy. Banks are 

recovering and the stock markets look okay.

People are taking vacations. It all appears as

if it’s just business as usual,” stated Despom-

mier. “We vie for immediate gratification in-

stead of long-term solutions, and hide away 

from what is a sobering reality. The only 

thing that motivates humanity to change is 

impending doom.” 

Green skyscrapers as the hubs of industrial 

food production may seem like an extreme so-

lution, but according to Despommier the time 

for extreme solutions may have come. u

It is a curious paradox but one which

sharply highlights how critical food

management is to human develop-

ment — one billion humans are obese while

one billion are starving. The planet is not

feeding its people correctly and cities are the

biggest culprits.

“The city is the parasite, and the country 

is the victim,” said Dickson Despommier,

Professor of Public Health in Environmental

Health Sciences at Columbia University, who

advocates turning urban centres into farms to

prevent the myriad problems associated with

bringing in food from rural land globally. 

Current food production has harmful ef-

fects on the environment: transporting and

packaging food for cities raises carbon emis-

sions; fertilizers and pesticides affect the

habitat of wildlife and health of consumers;

and according to Carolyn Steel, architect and

author of the book Hungry City, 19 million

hectares of rainforest are lost every year to

create new arable land as urbanization forces

up demand for food in cities. 

By the year 2050, UN-HABITAT estimates

that over 70 percent of the earth’s population

will reside in urban centres, with an increase

of three billion people during the interim pe-

riod; a landmass bigger than France will be

required to feed them, according to Despom-

mier.

Cities are already struggling to meet de-

mand. A city like London only has three days’

worth of food on its shelves. Lord Cameron

of Dillington, cross-bench member of the UK 

House of Lords, aptly summed up cities’ vul-

nerability to food crises: “We are nine meals

from anarchy.”

To overcome the problem of increasing

demand in cities from urbanization and the

lack of land available for food production,

Despommier, a microbiologist and ecologist,

has developed the idea of using vertical city 

farms to combat the traditional approach

to farming and food production. He and his

students calculate that a 30-storey building

converted to a farm, covering one city block 

(around two hectares), could feed 50,000

people per year.

“If urban centres are the problem, then ur-

ban centres are the solution,” said Despom-

mmier. “And it is easy to turn it round, once

you show people how.”

Vertical farming presents a wide range of 

advantages that could change the way urban

Vertical farm plots can easily expand upwards
PHOTOPP © VERTVV ITT CAL FARMFF
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The hallmark of the 2010 Haiti earthquake was that it destroyed a large urban settlement 
characterized by extreme poverty, informal settlements and lack of services. Jonathan Andrews 
reveals how a youth-led NGO, based in Chile, is aiming to build 10,000 shelters by 2014.

Building roofs for Haitians

Maryse Auguste, with family, in her new home PHOTO © IDB
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have improved them over time, expanding 

the one-room structures and turning them 

into the nucleus of a permanent home. The 

same is likely to happen in Haiti, where they 

aim to build 10,000 shelters in four years.

Un techo had not yet begun operations

in Haiti when the earthquake struck. They 

quickly swung into action, raising contribu-

tions from Chilean companies and founda-

tions and from international donors such as

the Korean Poverty Reduction Fund, which 

donated about USD 280,000. In addition, 

the MIF is arranging a USD 2.5 million grant 

for Un techo to support a campaign to build

some 2,000 shelters this year.

Rather than focusing on Haiti’s collapsed 

capital city, Un techo chose to work in Grand

Goave and Leogane, two towns that were also

hit hard by the earthquake. “Most NGOs and

government agencies initially started to work 

in Port-au-Prince, but we opted to come out

in this area because it was closer to the epi-

centre and because aid was not arriving as 

quickly as it was to the capital,” said Smart.

To determine which families needed shel-

ter more urgently, Un techo consulted local

authorities and community leaders, surveyed

prospective building sites and interviewed 

potential beneficiaries. In all countries they 

follow a set of criteria – such as the number

of children per household, whether there are

pregnant women, elderly people or handi-

capped persons or whether it’s a single-

parent family – to make final decisions. “It’s

really tough here because nearly every case

seems to be a priority,” said Kliwadenko.

Un techo volunteers have streamed in

from countries around the region, including

Argentina, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salva-

dor, Guatemala, Mexico and Peru, to build

shelters in Grand Goave. Word also spread

quickly among young Haitians at universities

in the Dominican Republic.

Over Easter, 228 volunteers completed 30

shelters, which were built on the same sites

where families lost their homes in order to

avoid cutting them off from their social and

economic networks. In Un techo’s first two

months in Haiti they built 116 temporary 

houses.

Officials from several international agen-

cies have travelled to Grand Goave to see

what Un techo’s young crew is doing and have

come away very impressed. The temporary 

but durable houses could become a point of 

reference for others looking for ways to move

hundreds of thousands of quake victims out

of the squalid tent cities that have sprouted

in and around Port-au-Prince.

Paradoxically, just as Un techo was getting 

started here, Chile suffered a massive earth-

quake that wiped out entire fishing commu-

nities on the Pacific coast. Over the past few 

weeks they have built 3,500 shelters in their

home country.

“I arrived here with the image of the Chil-

ean earthquake fresh on my mind,” said Un

techo’s director for Latin America, Claudio 

Castro (28), an engineer. “There’s kind of an

anxiety to do more than we can possibly do.”

Smart and Kliwadenko have committed

to spend one year in Haiti. After that they 

expect to leave their posts to young Haitian

leaders. They have already spotted a strong

candidate, Berkins Regis, a 24-year-old Hai-

tian attending medical school in the Domini-

can Republic.

Asked about what would happen to his

plans to become a doctor, Regis replied: 

“Many of us have realized it’s time to make

fundamental decisions about our country’s

future.” u

Maryse Auguste says she’s 

happy with her new home, a 

tidy, one-room shelter built

after the January 12 earthquake by young 

volunteers of Un techo para mi país (A roof 

for my country), a non-governmental organi-

zation (NGO) that specializes in providing

temporary housing to the desperately poor in

16 Latin American countries.

Auguste, a petite woman with three chil-

dren ages 12, 8 and 3, lost both her house and 

her husband in the earthquake, which killed 

more than 200,000 people, and left around 

one million homeless, principally in Port-au-

Prince, the Haitian capital.

Her dire situation made Auguste a clear

candidate to receive assistance from Un te-

cho, which was established by young Chileans

guided by a Jesuit priest in 1997 to improve

the living conditions of families in shanty 

towns in their country. In 2001, after El Sal-

vador and Peru were hit by earthquakes, the

NGO started to expand to other countries in 

the region, in several instances with support 

from the Inter-American Development Bank’s

(IDB) Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF).

While providing shelter is central to its mis-

sion, it’s not the NGO’s only goal. Un techo,

which is run by young people, recruits high 

school and university students to work with 

the families slated to receive a house. Besides 

building homes, volunteers visit families once

a week until they complete the programme, 

which also helps people find ways to boost their

incomes. Many receive job training or gain ac-

cess to microcredit.

Over the years Un techo has built more than 

45,000 temporary shelters, using a basic model

that can be adapted to local conditions. The 18 

square metre houses they are building in Haiti,

which can be put together in a couple of days 

by a team of four volunteers, cost around USD

2,500, including the cost of shipping building 

materials from the neighbouring Dominican 

Republic. With treated pine walls and floor-

boards and corrugated metal roofs, the light 

but sturdy structures can last up to 10 years.

“They can also withstand earthquakes – 

that’s the first thing people ask,” said Alexander 

Kliwadenko (26), who is running Un techo in 

Haiti with a fellow Chilean, Sebastian Smart 

(25). Both young men, lawyers by training, 

started as volunteers seven years ago.

Smart added that people who have re-

ceived Un techo shelters in other countries 

Over 200 volunteers have built 30 shelters so far
PHOTOPP © IDB

Alexander Kliwadencko (l), Claudio Castro 
(centre), Sebastian Smart (r) PHOTOPP © IDB
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On Thursday 25 March, history was made during the Fifth session of the World Urban Forum in Rio de 
Janeiro. It happened at a roundtable meeting held by the Global Land Tool Network (GLTN) entitled 
Piloting of a GLTN Land Tool: A Practical Way to Ensure Gender Equality. The meeting ended with 
cheers, hugs and tears of joy when Otávio Calumby, Coordinator of Research and Information at the 
State Company for Housing and Building announced that the State Government of Pernambuco, 
Brazil, would grant tenure and land rights to families living in the favelas (slums) of Ponte Maduro, in
the city of Recife. It was something they had sought during more than 40 years of campaigning and
protest. The audience included community representatives, and grassroots women’s organizations
from Brazil, Ghana and Nepal who were discussing experiences on pilot projects. The event was 
co-organized by the Huairou Commission with their affiliate members in the three pilot countries, 
LUMANTI (Nepal), Grassroots Sisterhood Foundation (Ghana) and Espaço Feminista (Brazil), with
the International Federation of Surveyors (FIG), University of East London (UEL), UN-HABITAT and 
the Ministry of Cities of Brazil. After the Forum, Manuel Manrique, UN-HABITAT’s Rio de Janeiro-
based Information Officer for Latin America, visited Recife on Brazil’s northeast coast to see how the
promise can be kept.

Cities without slums – a
Brazilian story of despair
and hope

The government’s promise means that open sewers, and garbage dumping will become little more than a bad memory once the land claims are settled and 
people enjoy security of tenure in the heart of Recife PHOTOPP © UN-HABITAT/TT M. MANRMM IQUE
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buildings, but what was strange about these 

buildings was that they built walls around 

them so that we couldn’t get access,” said

Marluce Ferriera de Farias, 52, the daughter 

of parents who sold seafood at the market.

“We always opposed this and would tear 

the walls down. This was good because it

strengthened the neighbourhood,” she added 

explaining how high feelings ran. 

Neighbours counted on the support of the 

Catholic Church to present their proposals, 

acquire construction materials, and improve

the neighbourhood’s self-esteem and sense of 

belonging. 

The Church helped bring in dentists, 

teachers and engineers. This inspired a local 

women’s group, Las Mujeres del Padre (the 

Priest’s Women) to start what became the 

first collective initiative to call for dialogue 

with the government.

“But all of that ended when the military 

dictatorship began. Any attempt to organize 

had to be clandestine. Those were difficult 

times. There was a lot of persecution and

discrimination, but the Church was always 

represented at the meetings,” said Conceição 

Duarte Belo, a 39-year old woman born in

Chié who was influenced by her grandmother 

to work and fight for the community. “Since I 

was a girl, she always took me to the meetings 

at the San Vicente chapel.”

Conceição lived through what would be

the second eviction of her family at the end 

of the 1970s to make room for new build-

ings to house a Crime Institute, the 13th Pre-

cint administration, and the State Company 

for Housing and Building (CEHAB). This 

changed the area’s geography. But communi-

ties in the four Ponte Maduro favelas on both 

sides of the big avenue stood fast.

Then the dictatorship fell, trade unions 

and associations proliferated. In Recife, the 

movement of the four neighbourhoods came

out of hiding and set up a movement called 

the Ponte do Maduro Project, a name chosen 

democratically by the members of the four

associations (Santo Amaro, Chié, Santa Te-

rezinha and Joaneiro) as a tribute to the long

gone nearby street market.

With the start of the project the demands 

became unified: wider paved streets, public 

lighting, water and sanitation services, cred-

its for construction materials, cement homes, 

and property titles, were some of the main 

demands made by the community.

In the first democratic elections after the 

dictatorship, Pernambuco re-elected Miguel

Arraes, for a second time, in show of support 

for the one politician who had allowed urban

reforms.

“Water supply was one of the first things 

that Mr. Arraes promised and delivered,” 

said Maria José Pessoa Ponte, a 54 year-old 

housewife who could not recall how many 

times she went to collect water at the pub-

lic well. “I used to wash my family’s clothes, 

other people’s clothes, and even a football 

team’s uniforms. Besides that, I had to cook, 

clean, and help my mother who was no long-

er strong enough to carry the heavy buckets

of water.” 

The water supply improved more than 

any other problem. The demands continued 

because the city kept growing as did real es-

tate speculation. People were concerned with 

what was most important, the land titles.

Edson Araujo, 40, recalled how the private

companies would harass families to sell their 

homes.

“Some accepted, others didn’t,” said Mr.

Araujo. Those who didn’t sell were evicted 

to favour a group of investors who in 1977

built Tacaruna, Recife’s biggest shopping 

mall which today receives 1.3 million people 

a month.

“Even worse than the mall itself, was the 

wall that they built around it to separate us

from it,” said Fatima da Silva, 37 year-old,

who saw how some of her neighbours were 

persuaded to sell their land to private com-

panies. “Those people forgot their parents’ 

and grandparents’ fight to own a piece of land 

where they could build a house for them-

selves, their children, and their grandchil-

dren.” 

Today, besides the shopping mall, Ponte 

Maduro is surrounded by the University of 

Pernambuco, a convention centre, the Unicor

Hospital, an amusement park, a show house, 

and residential buildings. Residents still fear 

a fourth eviction.

Much has been accomplished, but deliv-

ery on the promise made at the World Urban 

Forum is still expected: the local legalizing

and the granting of land titles. Expectations 

grew when Pernambuco’s current governor,

Eduardo Campos, was elected in 2006. He is

the grandson of Miguel Arraes, who died in 

2005, and has vowed to live up to his grand-

father’s promises.

Ivanildo da Silva Fonseca, 60, is the

family’s third generation born and rai-

sed in Joaneiro, one of the four illegal 

settlements in Ponte Maduro, an area near

the centre of Recife, capital of Panambuco

State.

Mr. Ivanildo’s family is one of 8,500 fami-

lies living in the community still awaiting

fulfillment of an earlier promise 50 years ago

by the then governor of Pernambuco State,

Miguel Arraes. He had pledged to ‘regular-

ize’ the area which comprises the three other

favela neighbourhoods within Ponte Maduro

– Santa Terezinha, Chié and Santo Amaro –

and give everyone title to their property. 

“I remember that when Governor Arraes took 

office, he received us at his house. We wanted 

wider streets, cement houses, public lighting, 

water, etc.,” said Margarida da Silva, 70.

A community leader who has always lived

in Santa Terezinha, she added: “He listened

to us and reassured us he would bring to frui-

tion his campaign promises.”

But the promises were never kept, because

1964 was the start of 20 years of military dic-

tatorship in Brazil.

So Margarida had to buy 250 metres of 

water pipes and lay them herself so that she

could tap illegally into the Pernambuco Sani-

tation Company’s water plant.

Recife, also known as the Brazilian Venice, is

a city with a patchwork of rivers and swamps,

along which these illegal settlements grew. 

Back in the 1920s, wooden homes with

thatch roofs, improvised flooring – homes 

without sanitation which would flood at high

tide and when it rained – began to proliferate.

“My light was from candles, my kitchen

used firewood, my bed was a piece of wood

without a mattress, and my bathroom was 

the swamp,” recalled Ana da Silva. Now 70,

she has lived in Santa Terezinha since 1955. 

In a country where 1 percent of the popula-

tion are said to own 49 percent of the land,

those in power did not want the favelas in

the middle of prime real estate. Instead,

they wanted a wide boulevard for Recife

with shops. The first evictions started in the

late 1950s as the city’s main thoroughfare,

Agamenón Magalhães Avenue, began to take

shape. It split Chié and Joaneiro on one side

from Santo Amaro and Santa Terezinha on

the other.

“The construction of Agamenón Magalhães

brought in commerce and the first residential
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The granting of titles will allow for permanent improvements in water and sewage services
PHOTOPP © UN-HABITAT/TT M. MANRMM IQUE

Since he began his administration Mr.

Campos made it clear that the process would 

begin after determining the legal implica-

tions and budget, which came through this 

year.

As the Fifth session of the World Urban Fo-

rum, drew close, Patricia Chaves, the coordi-

nator of the Espaço Feminista NGO in Recife,

invited the State Company for Housing and

Building to address the GLTN roundtable.

“When we found out about the legalization 

and granting of titles, we asked the organiz-

ers to make this information public through 

the Pernambuco government’s representa-

tive who was present at the Forum.

Thus Otávio Calumby’s presence at the

meeting, and his historic statement generat-

ing a chorus of cheers, and tears among the

Brazilians present, and applause from their

international partners.

In the three months since the Forum, Ur-

ban World spoke to Amaro João, Director of d

the State Company for Housing and Build-

ing, who reaffirmed the legalization and the 

granting of titles.

“The funding – BRL 2 million (USD 1.07

million) – was already approved by the

Urban Planning Secretariat. The search for a 

regularization company to conduct a socio-

economic census, a topographical study,

and to determine public and private spac-

es, will now be put out to tender,” he said.  

“This process should last ten months, but

our goal is to have all of this done by the end

of the year and the titles will reflect gender 

equity.”

The beginning of legalizing Pontemaduro 

represents the final stretch of a process dat-

ing back to 1962, when the project was aban-

doned by the military dictatorship, as well as 

the democratic governments up to now.

The confirmation that the locals’ dreams 

will at least be realized, has mobilized the 

community, especially the young, who un-

derstand that the granting of these titles will 

guarantee housing for future generations.

For Daniele Pedrosa da Silva, 25, many 

young people, especially women, are aware of 

the importance of owning a home.

“Nothing compares to owning a house. My 

dream is to have mine legalized so I can live 

at peace and then go on to study law,” Ms. Da 

Silva said. For her, and the many thousands

in her neighbourhood, the Fifth session of the

World Urban Forum was truly historic. u
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Mayors of 41 cities in Latin America and the

Caribbean have launched a manifesto to de-

velop the Cities Alliance for Citizen Security, a

regional dialogue network aimed at sharing ex-

periences of innovation in violence and crime 

prevention and control, with an impact on 

quality of life and improved citizen security.

The international summit of cities – ideas,

leadership and innovation for the prevention of 

urban violence in Latin America and the Car-

ibbean – was organized by the Municipality of 

Bogota and the Inter-American Development 

Bank (IDB). It gave mayors the opportunity to 

share experiences and learn from programmes

to reduce citizen insecurity in other places, 

particularly with regard to violence and youth, 

organized crime, the municipal approach to 

transnational crime, and the use of new tech-

nologies for crime prevention and control.

“Close to 80 percent of the population in 

Latin America is urban,” said Xavier Comas, 

Chief of the Institutional Capacity of the 

State Division at the IDB. “Citizen security 

is an issue that needs to be approached not

only at the national level but at the local lev-

el, promoting the sharing of experiences and 

best practices between countries and cities.”

The agreement, called the Bogota Mani-

festo, lays the foundations for the Cities Alli-

ance in a shared vision that focuses on what

cities have in common on citizen security. The 

initiative seeks peaceful resolution of conflicts

‘with a guarantee of rights for the strengthen-

ing of civic life,’ according to the manifesto.

The Cities Alliance will promote the use of 

new technologies to address the causes and con-

sequences of violence, as well as develop mecha-

nisms to act in coordination with national and 

regional agencies, and establish partnerships for 

social responsibility with the private sector.

It will also promote organized sports activi-

ties as a tool for urban violence prevention. 

Urban security
Mayors form new citizen security alliance

Urban planning
Buenos Aires to learn from Rio’s favelas

The Buenos Aires Provincial Governor, Daniel Scioli, on his visit to the Manguinhos favela
PHOTOPP © GOBIERNO DE LA PROVIVV NCICC AII DE BUENOS AIRES

WATER
Peru
Peru’s Ministers Council (PCM) has
proposed a new potable water tariff scheme,
based on users’ socioeconomic status.
The scheme aims to offset the effects of 
a proposed tariff increase by Sunaas, the
national sanitation authority. The scheme,
still under discussion, would involve
increased subsidies for poor areas.

TRANSPORT
Chile
Public transport will be improved through-
out Chile, by a USD 10 million loan from the
Inter American Development Bank. The loan
will finance technical assistance, reforms,
strengthen planning and management ef-
ficiency, including areas affected by the 
earthquake and tsunami that struck Chile in
February.

SANITATION
Brazil
The Spanish Cooperation Fund for Water and
Sanitation in Latin America will grant USD 5 
million to enable 15,000 families to connect
their homes to a new sewage network, improv-
ing health and quality of life in the Brazilian 
city of Manaus. The Grant will allow the poor-
est in the city to be connected up to the main 
sewer pipes that run down all streets and that 
will aim to eliminate all contamination of 
waterways.

WATER
Mexico
A new 140 kilometre pipeline will transfer 
water from Jalisco’s El Zapotillo reservoir 
to the city of León in neighbouring 
Guanajuato state. The tender company, 
end-Q2, will launch the largest water 
distribution project in Mexico, with a total 
cost of USD 431 million. The project will
also include a potable water plant with 
initial capacity to treat 3.8m3/s, and two
pumping stations. 

TRANSPORT
Brazil
A loan of USD 130 million has been ap-
proved by the World Bank to support the
second phase of Metro Line 4 in São Paulo.
The project seeks to improve the quality of 
services, linking major areas of the city pub-
lic transport and reduce travel times. A new 
station will be constructed with an access 
tunnel of 1.5 kilometres, four other stations,
and will promote integration between the 
metro and other modes of public transport 
across the city.
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percent between 2001 and 2006 – estimating 

the current population at around 2 million.

Argentina’s economy contracted 20 percent be-

tween 1998 and 2002, pushing unemployment

above 20 percent and leaving more than half 

the population living below the poverty line.

The provincial government seeks to emu-

late the programme being put into effect in Rio 

that replaces shacks with solid dwellings and

provides infrastructure for the informal settle-

ments. Mr Scioli plans to invest this year ARS 

500 million (USD 131.5 million) and to deliver

in the medium-term the construction of 35,992 

homes in the poorest neighbourhoods.

Mr Scioli highlighted the Manguinhos 

favela as an iconic example where compre-

hensive planning of housing, libraries, 24-

hour health centres and waste collection and 

computers granted to every house.

“All that allowed security (to improve)

and social inclusion, and it is the will of our 

province to apply this experience,” Scioli 

added. “It is very important that ambulances, 

police, waste collectors can arrive in these 

neighbourhoods. To do that we need to build 

streets and urbanize the area.” u

On making an official visit to Rio de Janeiro,

the Buenos Aires provincial governor, Daniel

Scioli, visited the favelas of Manguinhos and

Alemao to study the urbanization plans im-

plemented by the Brazilian government for

slums and shanty towns.

As part of an intensive bilateral agenda, Mr 

Scioli and his Rio counterpart, Sergio Cabral,

exchanged experiences on the urbanization of 

slums, and social inclusion programmes that

Rio has implemented, all part of its successful 

Growth Acceleration Programme (PAC).

“It is very important to make the govern-

ment present in the places where it has not 

been yet,” Mr Scioli said. “There were fave-

las (in Rio) that were impossible to enter due 

to the presence of drug traffickers and today 

they have schools, health centres, decent 

rooms and sport facilities.”

Mr Cabral praised the exchange: “We have 

a very similar agenda, similar problems, the 

same challenges and therefore this should 

serve for the development of our cities.”

A study from General Sarmiento Univer-

sity has revealed that the population of slums 

in Greater Buenos Aires increased by over 57 

“Sports are a cross-sectional tool that is key 

for development,” said Fabian Koss, coordina-

tor of the IDB Youth Programme, and creating

alliances between the public and the private

sector with civil society is key for the sustain-

ability of these kind of initiatives. u

ROAD SAFETY
Argentina
A USD 30 million loan from the World
Bank will aim to reduce the number and
seriousness of traffic accidents in Argentina’s 
road system, one of the worst in South
America. Projects include strengthening 
the National Traffic Safety Agency (ANSV), 
creating a single driver’s license across
all provinces, carrying out awareness and 
educational campaigns, and improving the
response capacity to emergencies and traffic 
control. 

SANITATION
Haiti
Up to 60,000 people throughout Haiti will 
benefit from the construction of drinking 
water projects. Spain is providing a USD 10
million grant to finance the projects, through
the Spanish Fund, that will be executed by 
Haiti’s National Water and Sanitation Direc-
torate. Fifty percent of the 1.5 million people
who live in the Artibonite region, that has
been chosen for the project, have access to
safe drinking water. This often is not always
potable water and only 15 percent have ac-
cess to basic sanitation.

DRUGS
Caribbean
Caribbean mayors, have joined their 
counterparts from Europe and Latin
America and have agreed a new initiative
aimed at finding solutions to social problems
caused by drug abuse. The mayors agreed
that helping people recover from drug 
dependence means drawing on many 
government and community resources, 
particularly health care, social welfare,
housing, employment and education.
Resources would also be invested in recovery 
services to translate into benefits for society 
as a whole by reducing the costs associated
with dependence.

TRANSPORT
Mexico
Mexico’s public transport system will be
boosted by a USD 350 million loan from the
World Bank. The Urban Transport Transfor-
mation Project will be rolled out in several 
Mexican cities with the goal of ‘greening’
Mexico’s transport sector, currently respon-
sible for the emission of almost a fifth (or 18 
percent) of the greenhouse gases produced 
by Mexico, in turn one of the biggest emit-
ters of CO

2
in the region.

The region’s mayors will share experiences of innovation in violence, crime prevention and control
PHOTOPP © IDB
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A glittering opening 
at the Shanghai World 
Expo

On 30 April, the Shanghai World Expo opened its doors to the world in a great 
fireworks display that lit up the Huangpu River with colour. Jeanette Elsworth, 
UN-HABITAT’s Public Information Officer, was there.

Ambassador Reed at left with UN-HABITAT’s Executive Director, Mrs. Tibaijuka, and Commissioner General Behnam at the UN pavilion opening ceremony 

 PHOTO © UN-HABITAT
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Nearly 60,000 fireworks and the largest pyrotechnic display of 

all time lit the skies, while brightly coloured ships flying the

flags of each participating nation sailed serenely by. These 

were accompanied by 6,000 LED balls that glowed like tropical fish, flick-

ering in the water. 

The high-profile guest list was treated to a star-studded spectacle of mu-

sic, dance and performance that included movie star, Jackie Chan, Italian 

pop tenor Andrea Bocelli, Chinese pianist Lang Lang and the Soweto Gos-

pel Choir from South Africa.

When the gates opened the next morning, a flood of eager visitors who 

had queued patiently for the chance of a one-day trip around the world 

streamed into the spectacular pavilions.

It was hot – the first really hot weather of the year – and the queues for

some of the pavilions were over four hours long. The food and beverage 

facilities were found to be lacking, but the Chinese authorities responded

quickly in the first few days to fix problems and meet demands. 

A total of 192 nations are represented at the Expo, along with several

world-renowned organizations and corporations which have their own 

pavilions in Shanghai, including the United Nations. All are keen for ex-

posure to the expected 70 million visitors.

The Special Representative of the Secretary General, Ambassador 

Joseph Reed, UN-HABITAT’s Executive Director, Mrs. Tibaijuka, and UN 

Pavilion Commissioner General Awni Behnam officially opened the UN 

Pavilion for which UN-HABITAT is the lead agency. At the time of pub-

lication, officials said the pavilion was now receiving more than 20,000 

visitors, mostly Chinese, a day.

Basking in the success of the Beijing Olympics, it seemed as if China 

was trying to outdo itself, to break its own record, and was treating the

Expo as an even bigger opportunity to showcase its political and economic

prowess.

The origins of the World Expo began as a place to reveal new inventions

and advances in science and technology or to show off a country’s progress; 

the telephone, the car and rocket ship were all unveiled at World Expos 

and the first ‘World Fair’ at Crystal Palace in London in 1851, showcased 

Britain’s achievements in the early era of industrialization.

In the wake of a financial crisis that has hit economic growth in the

West, Expo 2010 further cements China’s ever-strengthening position on 

the world stage.

Although there are nearly 200 country pavilions on offer, the longest 

queues are still outside the inverted red pyramid representing China. 

It is also the first time that such an expo has an urban theme, ‘Better City,

Better Life’, and it certainly seems Shanghai has been a role model for it. 

Roads have been paved, six new metro lines built and a civic educa-

tion programme has been implemented to reduce littering and queue-

jumping.

But some things have not changed. Looking for a place from which to 

watch the spectacular fireworks that were taking place just a kilometre 

away I made my way to the top floor of my hotel block.

A young and nervous looking man dressed in security uniform immedi-

ately stepped forward and asked me not to stand next to the window and

informed me that I could not stay on this floor. I asked him where I could 

watch the fireworks from. “On TV,” he suggested helpfully.

There is no doubt that Shanghai is attempting to operate by its Expo

theme of ‘Better City, Better Life’ but it is clear that if you don’t have a VIP

ticket, you can watch it all happen on television. u
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The On-line Electrical Vehicle (OLEV), a ve-

hicle powered by electricity from an electrical

charging strip planted about 5 centimetres

under the road surface, is in pilot operation

at the Seoul Grand Park, and has replaced the

shuttle trains that used to run on diesel.

The OLEV, developed by the Korea Advanced

Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST),

is charged wirelessly over a 400 metre long 

stretch of electrical strip and runs an additional 

400 metres on the charged battery. The special 

electrical strip creates a magnetic field that gen-

erates magnetic force. The magnetic force is sent

wirelessly to the vehicle and converted into elec-

tricity that is then used to power the vehicle. At

the Seoul Grand Park, the OLEV will service a 

2.2 kilometre-long circular route.

The Seoul Metropolitan Government made

the decision to deploy OLEV at the Seoul

Grand Park last August even though KAIST 

was still developing the prototype of the elec-

tric vehicle. The first OLEV was built and the

electrical strips were laid in January. Numer-

ous safety evaluations and test runs to im-

prove efficiency have been conducted since.

Tests have shown that the magnetic field 

used in the system poses no health risks. By 

using segmentation technology that provides

electricity in sections, the amount of magnetic

field generated is minimized. During a month-

long test run in February the magnetic field

generated was measured to be well within the 

international safety standards.

The Seoul Metropolitan Government plans 

to introduce OLEVs as part of its public bus

transport system. With buses responsible for

meeting about 30 percent of the transport de-

mand and median bus lanes in place in 25 areas 

totalling 90.2 kilometres, wirelessly charged

electric buses are an attractive green alterna-

tive for Seoul. The KAIST-developed OLEV is

commercially viable because of the lighter bat-

tery required and because it does not require an

extended standby time for charging.

One of the achievements of the KAIST team

is the highly efficient charging system despite

the 13 centimetre gap between the road sur-

face and the vehicle. Many countries have 

shown interest in the OLEV development as 

commercialization of similar vehicles has 

failed in the United States and elsewhere. u

Transport
Seoul unveils wirelessly charged electric vehicle

The United Nations Pavilion has welcomed its 

100,000th visitor. Revolving through a journey 

of the UN’s work on improving urban structures 

and the environment around the world, the UN

pavilion showcases the Expo’s theme of a com-

mon aspiration to create better habitats for hu-

manity, especially in urban environments.

“The pictures and short video clips remind 

me of our responsibilities of conquering poverty 

and disease and protecting our environment and 

energy,” said Chen, a visitor on the first day. “It’s 

not only the responsibility of the UN but the re-

sponsibility of everybody. We can do many tiny 

little things like driving less and using recyclable 

packaging to construct a low-carbon society.”

Many visitors have shown a strong inter-

est in the Forum area, where open debates

and dialogue will take place over the coming

months. “It’s impressive to have all of the

member states’ flags on the back of the chairs,” 

said Lee, an admirer of the Forum. “It’s like a 

microcosm of the UN General Assembly.”

Shanghai Expo
UN welcomes 100,000th visitor at Expo

The new vehicle in Seoul Grand Park PHOTOPP © KAISTII

TRANSPORT 
China
A World Bank loan of USD 250 million will
aim to improve road infrastructure in the
Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region in sup-
port of more balanced social and economic 
development. The Ningxia Highway Project 
will support the construction of a key 
transport infrastructure corridor to provide
one of the missing links in the expressway 
network, and the rehabilitation of a key 
national highway to connect major develop-
ing areas. In addition, the Bank will support
part of Ningxia’s Local Road Improvement
Program, which addresses the needs of poor
and disadvantaged people.

ENERGY
Australia
Suntech Power Holdings Co Ltd has 
supplied 240 solar panels for a 48-kilowatt 
rooftop installation on Sydney’s Town
Hall. Installed and integrated by Stowe 
Electrical, the solar rooftop system is part 
of an AUD 18 million (USD 16 million) plan 
to improve the energy efficiency of city-
owned properties in Sydney. Suntech’s solar 
cells have achieved 19 percent conversion 
efficiency in commercial production. The 
initiative will help the Sustainable Sydney 
2030 plan to provide 25 percent of its 
energy needs from renewable sources and 
reduce demand for power from coal-fired 
plants.

ENVIRONMENT
China
Shandong Province in eastern China will 
benefit from a USD 60 million World Bank 
loan for a new forestation project. Shandong 
has forest cover of only 13.4 percent, rank-
ing it low among China’s provinces. The 
Shandong Ecological Afforestation Project 
will re-vegetate some 38,000 hectares
of degraded hillsides and develop some 
28,000 hectares of protection forest belts
and plantations on saline coastal areas.

ECONOMY
China 
UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has
urged leaders in Asia and the Pacific to 
cooperate and take bold action to seek green
solutions to their long-term economic re-
covery. The annual growth rate of 4 percent 
was driven by China and India, with the 
rest of Asia-Pacific’s developing economies 
contracting in 2009 by 0.6 percent. Among 
the recommendations presented to the 
session is to strengthen social protections, 
such as increasing social spending that
directly supports household income secu-
rity by providing nutrition, education and
access to health care.
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Asia and the Pacific must do more to improve

the welfare and economic empowerment of 

women in order to unlock their full potential and 

to achieve the Millennium Development Goals 

(MDGs), a panel discussion heard at the Asia 

Development Bank’s (ADB) Annual Meeting. 

The civil society panel discussion, Econom-

ic Empowerment of Women: Some Experi-

ences from the Asia Pacific Region, examined

the key role that girls and young women play 

in supporting economic growth in the region

and discussed the actions needed to narrow 

gender gaps. Panellists also shared experi-

ences on improving access to employment for

women, and on gender-related labour stand-

ards in Asia and the Pacific.

“There is no excuse for policy makers and

practitioners not to invest in women’s em-

powerment,” said Ms. Schaefer-Preuss, ADB

Vice-President Knowledge Management and

Sustainable Development and panellist. “I see

a greater role and responsibility for an organi-

zation like the ADB, together with other part-

ners, to improve effectiveness in our policy 

dialogue with governments to accelerate im-

provements in gender-related MDGs.”

Asia and the Pacific have made good headway 

on achieving gender parity in primary and sec-

ondary education enrollments, but progress on 

the health and welfare status of girls and women 

has lagged badly, threatening the achievement

of related MDGs by 2015. The failure to im-

prove women’s welfare is, in turn, hurting the 

broader regional economy, with one United Na-

tions Economic and Social Commission for Asia

and the Pacific study estimating that the region 

loses up to USD 47 billion annually due to re-

strictions on women’s access to employment.

The global recession has also had a severe ef-ff

fect on women’s employment, with women

making up the bulk of workers in many export

industries which were hard hit by a slump in 

demand from US and Europe.

To address gender parity issues, panellists

stressed that civil society groups should work 

more closely with governments, the private

sector and multilateral agencies, such as the

Asia Development Bank, to boost access to

capital and infrastructure for women. u

Millennium 
Development Goals
Asia-Pacific ‘must step 
up’ gender equity

Ms. Schaefer-Preuss, ADB Vice-President
PHOTOPP © ADB

ENERGY
China
Solar Valley, outside the city of Dezhou, 
China, is set to become the largest solar-
powered office facility in the world. Devel-
oped by Himin Solar Energy, the project
is set to cost USD 740 million and looks to 
accommodate 100 companies in total. Their
aim is to become the ‘solar hub’ of the coun-
try. The development will feature factories, 
a research centre and wide boulevards
illuminated by solar-powered lights.

DISASTER MANAGEMENT
Mongolia
UN agencies and partner humanitarian 
organizations have requested more than
USD 18 million to assist nearly 800,000
people in Mongolia who are suffering from
the combined effects of a long, severe winter
and a preceding harsh summer drought. 
The unusual weather has destroyed the
livelihoods of nearly 9,000 Mongolian
families, who rely on their livestock for 
income, food and fuel. Donors have to date
contributed more than USD 1.3 million for 
the Mongolian emergency, leaving a deficit
of USD 16.7 million of the funds required
for effective response.

ENERGY
Solomon Islands
The Renewable Energy and Energy Effi-
ciency Partnership’s (REEEP) first project
in the Southeast Asia Pacific region has 
won the National Energy Globe Award for
2009 for the Solomon Islands. The Pacific
Micro Energy Services Company initiative 
has brought solar-powered LED lanterns 
to households in the Solomon Islands and
Kiribati, replacing harmful kerosene light-
ing in more than 600 households. Kerosene 
costs a typical household about USD 0.78
per day, while solar LED lighting amounts 
to around USD 0.35 per day.

ENERGY
Azerbaijan
The Asia Development Bank (ADB) is pro-
viding USD 24 million to an integrated ce-
ment plant in Azerbaijan to expand output
and improve fuel efficiency. The loan marks
ADB’s first ever private-sector infrastructure
investment in the Central Asian nation.
The loan will help ‘Garadagh Cement’ Open
Joint Stock Company raise its cement pro-
duction capacity by around 30 percent to 1.7 
million tonnes per year. At the same time, 
the replacement of the existing four wet 
kilns will significantly reduce the plant’s fuel 
consumption, cut water consumption and ef-
fluent discharge, and bring the plant in line
with international environmental standards.

Tourists have welcomed the UN boutique

and its products, as well as the China shop. “It’s 

memorable to have a souvenir with the UN logo.

You can’t buy them elsewhere,” said Levine, as

he decided on his purchases.  “There are also 

many Chinese elements here inside the Pavil-

ion; there’s Chinese tea and traditional Chinese

silk. I’m going to take some souvenirs home.” 

The UN Pavilion has become the first pavil-

ion at the World Expo to sign up to the Volun-

tary Emission Reduction Programme.

At the Carbon Offsetting Awards officials 

from the Voluntary Emission Reduction Ac-

tion Committee recognized the UN for its ef-

forts in reducing its emissions at the Shang-

hai World Expo.

The Shanghai International Consulting 

Company agreed to purchase the UN’s emis-

sions for the construction and operation of 

the UN Pavilion through the Expo Voluntary 

Emission Reduction Platform. The China 

Standards Technical Services Company 

(CSTC) is responsible for verifying the carbon 

emissions of the Pavilion.

The ‘One Earth, One UN’ theme of the UN

Pavilion showcases the efforts of all the UN 

agencies and its partner organizations in its

system in areas of sustainable development,

climate change and urban management. It also 

reflects the pioneering role of the UN Pavilion

in the field of lowering carbon emissions and 

environmental protection. u
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Land – a fickle instrument 
of war and peace in
eastern Congo

Members of the UN-HABITAT team register people seeking security of tenure and settlement of their land claims PHOTOPP © UN-HABITAT/TT F. FF BRUYAS

In a post-conflict situation, access to land is the deciding factor when it comes to reconciling
communities. In eastern Congo’s North Kivu Province land disputes are ages old and often 
a key source of ethnic trouble. Here two UN-HABITAT experts, Oumar Syllar, Chief of the 
agency’s eastern Congo office in Goma, and Florian Bruyas, of the UN-HABITAT crisis 
programme in Nairobi, give a special insight.
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Another person told the mediation team

that the visible presence of the UN-HABITAT 

office served to dissuade local warlords and

others from making trouble, thus serving

wider peace aims.

Asked whether he was also of the view that 

the centre was indeed serving to build peace,

another beneficiary, Albert Nzahumunyurwa, 

said: “It helps find common ground between

the parties involved in land disputes. It helps

people understand the need to compromise, 

and when they see these agreements work-

ing, it helps prevent new conflicts.”

A second long-term component of the  

UN-HABITAT programme aims to develop a

sustainable policy and legislative framework 

on land management and urban spatial de-

velopment in close collaboration with the

Ministry of Land Affairs and the Ministry of 

Land Planning at the national level.

Since land allocations under customary 

law are usually not registered, displaced

persons often find it difficult to verify their

rights to repossess land without the support

of the local chiefs. Therefore, there is a need

to identify ways for communities to regain 

confidence in the local administration and

customary chiefs for a sustainable future land 

administration.

In addition, the fact that the 1973 Land law 

is widely unknown outside urban areas, and 

Many of the land problems in 

North Kivu, spring from a 

cycle of population displace-

ment and return, be they refugees coming 

home from over the border, or internally dis-

placed people who fled their homes, but not 

the country.

Many people returning want their land back.

Often they find it has been completely trans-

formed, sometimes with new buildings, new 

crops, or just left as it was. Often the new own-

ers have title deeds obtained with the help of 

those in positions of power at times of crisis, or

through other doubtful means.

This inevitably leads to violence or arbi-

trary arrests, and the situation is further ren-

dered problematic by contradictions between 

the law and customary or traditional land 

management.

In North Kivu, despite the 1973 land code, 

customary law prevails, even though the

State only recognizes title deeds issued by the 

administrative authorities.

Faced thus with an increase in land con-

flicts, UN-HABITAT has set up a partnership 

with the United Nations High Commissioner 

for Refugees (UNHCR) to prevent conflict as 

refugees and internally displaced people re-

turn home.

Since May last year, the UN-HABITAT re-

gional office in Goma has been implementing

this mediation programme. Today it is an im-

portant component of the UN Security and Sta-

bility Strategy plan in North Kivu and in Ituri.

A UN-HABITAT team has been operating 

from an office in Kitshanga in the heartland 

of North Kivu. It serves as an information and 

mediation centre. The mediation team has 

sounded out members of the public to solicit 

their views on how matters are progressing.

“We feel that the land mediation centre 

has helped the population considerably,” 

said Bazirake Mbahere. “This centre assists 

us free of charge, and we have never heard 

it said that you are corrupt, as is the case in 

the local customary or judicial bodies in the 

region. You also do not leave people out, no 

matter what their social status, their ethnic-

ity, their tribe. You welcome them without 

discrimination – and this is an important 

reason for the success of this centre.”

In a part of the world where large tracts of 

land have been run by warlords, where an-

archy prevails because large tracts of terri-

tory are beyond government political or ad-

ministrative control, a region intimately tied 

up with the fate of Rwanda since more than  

1 million Rwandan ethnic Hutu refugees fled to

the region after the genocide of the mid-1990s, 

tempers in this region often run high and trouble 

is quick to flare up as people who lived here pre-

viously, but fled the violence, gradually return.

Land statistics 

No. of land mediation beneficiaries involving
displaced households 

No. of land disputes identified 

No. of land conflict documented

No. of land disputes solved 

No. of land training sessions

No. of sensitization events

No. of beneficiaries of sensitization

No. of land conflict assessments

North Kivu

1,901 

500

41

13

2

55

109

Ituri

2,710

2,800

14 

3

2

89

34

Total

4,611 

3,300

55

16

4

144

7,646

143

Statistics from January to April 2010 in North Kivu and Ituri

Source: UN-HABITAT, Goma Office
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a large majority of land transactions or dis-

putes are settled through customary law and 

therefore are not registered, has also exacer-

bated tensions.

This is why the agency set up the media-

tion and information centres. Because they 

function on a participatory basis involving 

the local communities themselves, today peo-

ple can meet mediation team members, and 

get information on rights, and procedures

on how to deal proactively with claims, seek 

mediation and, most importantly, provide a 

repository for decisions taken.

They are also helping build the capacity of 

local authorities, and support land tribunals.

The broader UN-HABITAT programme 

aims to strengthen existing land adminis-

tration through the reform of the land legal

framework and the decentralization of the 

land administration. Registering decision 

and land information within these centres

supports this process in providing written

information and a database related to plots, 

owners, boundaries and areas to be later ap-

propriated by the decentralized land admin-

istration.

In short, they are helping consolidate the

land administration system while at the same 

time dealing with land conflict at the commu-

nity level.

It is clear from a political viewpoint, that a 

lasting solution to these land problems requires

an integrated approach based on the link be-

tween the land and the rights of returnees.

International legal instruments govern-

ing the rights of those displaced in Africa’s 

Great Lakes Region have not been applied

internally to ensure the coherent application

of the land rights of returnees. The political

and administrative bodies must be strength-

ened through the application of land legisla-

tion that offers lasting solutions to ensure

the proper reintegration of people returning 

home.

Indeed, given the ramifications of land 

problems in the eastern Congo, and its links 

with neighbouring countries Rwanda, Bu-

rundi and Uganda, a regional approach is

more necessary than ever if a land policy is

to be achieved that contributes to the Pact on 

Security, Stability and Development in the

Great Lakes Region. This, of course, has con-

siderable implications for the international 

community. u
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The Kitshanga mediation centre is now a well known address PHOTOPP © UN-HABITAT/TT F. FF BRUYAS



In response to increasing urbanization in the
country, the Government of Swaziland, in the early 
1990s, prioritized “urban sector development
and policy reform” and created the Ministry of 
Housing and Urban Development. The Ministry 
was initially given responsibility over the following 
portfolios:

Housing and Human Settlements
Physical and Town Planning
Rents
Land for Residential Purposes
Urban Governments
Fire and Emergency Services

The portfolio allocations were later revised to
become:

Housing and Urban Development
Urban Governments
National Fire and Emergency Services
Urban Land Administration
Southern National Housing Board

Swaziland Urban Development Project 
(UDP)

The UDP was explicitly designed as a first
phase project in urban development and
focused support on the cities of Mbabane 
and Manzini, the national water utility, Swa-
ziland Water Services Corporation (SWSC), 
and the Swaziland National Housing Board
(SNHB) to improve the delivery and manage-
ment of critical services and the living condi-
tions of low-income urban households in the 
main urbanizing corridor of Swaziland. It sup-
ported a number of key outputs: (1) adoption 
of the intergovernmental fiscal transfer study, 
(2) revision of the Rating Act, (3) introduction
of the 99-year-leasehold concept for urban
Swazi National Land, (4) reduction of infra-
structure backlogs in Mbabane and Manzini, 
including expanded water and sewerage net-
work, improved quality of the road network 
and improved solid waste collection, and up-
grading of a number of informal settlements
in Mbabane and Manzini, (5) introduction of 
environmental management and the use of 
comprehensive mitigation plans for all major 
developments, (6) credit rating for Mbabane
and Manzini and the SWSC, and (7) a peri- 
urban upgrading and service delivery study in

To provide well-planned and integrated human
settlements.

To facilitate the delivery of housing and urban 
services through appropriate physical planning, 
strengthening the institutional capacity of urban
local authorities and protection of life and 
property from the risk and impact of fire and
other emergency situations.

Post Office Box 1832, Mbabane, Swaziland H100
Telephone: (+268) 404-6035, 
Fax: (+268) 405-0697, (+268) 404-4085
Email: ps_housing@gov.sz

VISION

CONTACT DETAILS

SOME MAJOR DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITIES 

MISION

nine of the rapidly growing, traditionally ad-
ministered centres throughout the Kingdom.

Swaziland Local Government Project

The Project’s major objective is to strengthen
the capacity of local governments to deliver 
sustainable basic services. It will be jointly 
funded by the Government of Swaziland 
and the World Bank and is currently at its 
last stages of preparation. It comprises three
major components (1) Tinkhundla Infrastruc-
ture and Capacity Building Support (USD 6.5 
million), (2) Urban Infrastructure Grants and 
Capacity Building Support (USD 16.5 million), 
(3) Project Management and Technical Studies
(still to be costed).

Regional Plan Preparation

The Regional Physical Development Plans are
instruments for integrating the planning of 
urban centres and rural districts and provid-
ing an overall strategic planning framework 
to guide development and capital investment
decisions in the country over a ten year pe-
riod. The project’s aim is to bridge the gap in
the planning hierarchy that exists between 
the National Physical Development and Local 
Town Planning Schemes.
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The World Bank has approved a USD 3.75 bil-

lion loan to help South Africa achieve a reliable 

electricity supply while also financing some of 

the biggest solar and wind power plants in the 

developing world. The loan is the Bank’s first 

major lending engagement with South Africa 

since the fall of apartheid 16 years ago and 

aims to benefit the poor directly, through jobs 

created as the economy bounces back from the 

global financial crisis and through additional 

power capacity to expand access to electricity.

The loan will be utilized by South Africa’s

power utility, Eskom Holdings Ltd, to bolster 

generation capacity, implement renewable en-

ergy programmes, and improve energy efficien-

cy in the country. The Eskom Investment Sup-

port Project (EISP) will co-finance a number of 

energy technologies, which include the comple-

tion of the 4,800-megawatt (MW) Medupi coal-

fired power station, at an estimated cost of USD 

3.05 billion. Further investments will be made 

into piloting a utility-scale 100 MW wind power

project in Sere, a 100 MW concentrated solar 

power project with storage in Upington and for

low-carbon energy efficiency components, in-

cluding a railway to transport coal with fewer

greenhouse gas emissions.

“Without an increased energy supply, 

South Africans will face hardship for the poor 

and limited economic growth,” said Obiageli 

K. Ezekwesili, World Bank Vice President for 

the Africa Region. “Access to energy is essen-

tial for fighting poverty and catalyzing growth,

both in South Africa and the wider sub-region.

Our support to Eskom combines much-need-

ed investments to boost generation capacity 

for growing small and large businesses, creat-

ing jobs, and helping lay the foundations for 

a clean energy future through investments in 

solar and wind power.”

“The Eskom project offers a unique opportu-

nity for the World Bank Group to strengthen its 

partnership with the government of South Afri-

ca, Eskom, and other financiers and help South 

Africa chart a path toward meeting its commit-

ment on climate change while meeting people’s

urgent energy needs,” commented Ruth Kagia, 

World Bank Country Director for South Africa.

A key vision guiding the project is to as-

sist South Africa in taking the first important

stride toward a low-carbon future by invest-

ing in large-scale renewable energy projects,

and catalyzing the emerging renewable ener-

gy industry across Africa. The government of 

South Africa will use a mix of technologies in

an attempt to achieve a goal to save more than 

3,000 MW of electricity through demand-side 

management by 2013. u

UN-HABITAT Executive Director, Mrs. Anna 

Tibaijuka, emphasized that urbanization was 

one of the key challenges facing Africa, at the 

World Economic Forum on Africa, in Dar es 

Salaam, Tanzania. Mrs. Tibaijuka, who was one

of the co-chairs, expressed her hopes that by 

addressing the dangers of rapid urbanization, 

the forum would help send a message to politi-

cal leaders to prioritize urban development.

“Africa is urbanizing faster than any other 

continent, so much so that by 2030, Africa

will cease to be a rural continent,” said Mrs.

Tibaijuka. “Despite this, few African leaders

are taking the issue seriously. It is time that 

policy makers include plans for balanced ter-

ritorial urban development. This is one of the 

keys to economic growth especially as invest-

ment in infrastructure and housing in African 

cities provides a great opportunity for the pri-

vate sector.” 

South Africa is attempting to expand access to 
electricity while also tackling issues of climate
change PHOTOPP © JOHN BYER

Renewable energy
South Africa looks 
to expand access to 
electricity

Urbanization
UN-HABITAT Executive
Director warns Africa
of the challenges of
urbanization

YOUTH 
Nigeria
UN-HABITAT and the government of 
Nigeria have signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding that will see the agency and
west African nation engage in collaborative
activities targeting young people. The major 
outcome of this agreement will be the provi-
sion of a framework for collaborating on
youth empowerment initiatives in Nigeria. 
The signing ceremony took place in Nairobi 
between Mrs. Anna Tibaijuka, UN-HABITAT
Executive Director, and Senator Akinlabi
Olasunkanmi, Nigeria’s Federal Minister for 
Youth Development.

CLIMATE CHANGE
Africa
The African Development Bank Group has 
launched an African climate institutions 
support project that will run from 2010-
2012. The project is part of ongoing efforts
by the bank to address the problems of cli-
mate change and is estimated to cost around 
USD 37 million. The project will support the 
first component of the ClimDev-Africa pro-
gramme, which aims to improve the capacity 
of African climate centres to generate and 
make widely available relevant climate-
related information.

WATER
Zambia
The World Bank has launched the Zambia 
Country Water Resources Assistance  
Strategy (CWRAS) to support the Govern-
ment of Zambia’s effort to address key 
constraints to economic development and
poverty alleviation. The CWRAS outlines a
number of options through which the World 
Bank can aid the development of one of 
Zambia’s most abundant renewable resourc-
es. Water has an important role to play in 
securing Zambia’s future success, but despite
possessing tremendous water resources,
much remains underdeveloped.

HYDROPOWER
Ethiopia
Two Norwegian consulting engineering com-
panies have signed a contract worth EUR 
11.5 million (USD 14.6 million) for the feasi-
bility plans of two significant hydroelectric
projects in Ethiopia. Norplan (Multiconsult)
and Norconsult will lead a consortium, that
will also include French company Electric-
ite de France (EDF) and British company 
Scott Wilson, to conduct a feasibility study 
of the Mandaya and Beko Abo hydroelectric 
projects. The projects, planned in the river
Abay, will be able to produce an estimated 
12,100 and 12,600 gigawatt-hours of elec-
tricity annually respectively, when they are 
complete.
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nities that can unlock Africa’s growth potential.

 “Africa is a continent full of potential. Africa 

has been growing despite the economic insta-

bility that is facing the world today,” said Presi-

dent Kikwete. “We will have the opportunity to

examine the strategy of Africa for today to en-

sure that there is a better tomorrow.” 

The attending delegates discussed the bar-

riers to social and economic progress in Afri-

ca and for the first time, a number of sessions

were dedicated to discussing the problems 

and possibilities of urbanization on the conti-

nent, including sessions on sustainable urban

design and housing for all. u

Puffin Books have joined forces with We Give 

Books, a Penguin Group and Pearson Foun-

dation online book donation scheme, to 

donate 20,000 brand new Tinga 

Tinga Tales books to children in 

Africa. For every Tinga Tinga

Tales story that is read online 

by parents to their children, 

one book will be donated to a

specially created Tinga Tinga

Tales Teacher Training Pro-

gramme in Kenya and Tan-

zania, from where the stories 

and art style originated.

“At Penguin, we have always 

believed in the power 

of reading,” said John 

Makinson, Chairman 

and Chief Executive

of the Penguin Group. “We Give Books is a very 

simple concept that encourages people to enjoy 

some of our best loved books and, at the same 

time, to share books with others and help to 

tackle illiteracy, one of the biggest challenges we

face around the world today.”

We Give Books, launched in April 2010 by 

the Penguin Group and the Pearson Founda-

tion, is a new digital initiative that enables an-

yone with access to the Internet to put books 

in the hands of children who don’t have them, 

simply by reading online. 

Tinga Tinga Tales, available to read online on 

the We Give Books website, are based on tra-

ditional animal folktales that have been passed 

from generation to generation all over Africa.

The colourful appearance of the Tales was

inspired by the striking Tingatinga art

of Tanzania. To create the Tinga

Tinga Tales, Tiger Aspect produc-

tions created, set up and trained

the first fully equipped anima-

tion studio in Nairobi, Kenya,

employing local designers,

writers, animators, and musi-

cians and Tingatinga artists

from Dar es Salaam.

“We Give Books gives parents

an opportunity to read with their

children, and its

innovation is that 

it surrounds read-

ing with those im-

portant conversations that can start a young

person on a life of giving,” explained Pearson

Foundation President Mark Nieker. “In ad-

dition to this important connection, We Give

Books also links young readers and their par-

ents directly to causes that benefit other chil-

dren around the world.”

Puffin have claimed that as many as 90 Af-ff

rican children could benefit from the donation

of just one book and the new Tinga Tinga Tales 

Teacher Training Programme, developed to-

gether by Pearson Africa and the Pearson Foun-

dation, will distribute the books that are donated

and ensure they are used to maximum effect.u

Education
Puffin Books launch online book donation initiative
for children in Africa

Puffin Books are to donate 20,000 brand new 
books to children in Kenya and Tanzania

PHOTOPP © PENGPP UIN BOOKS LTD

The three-day meeting in Dar es Salaam 

provided participants, consisting of more 

than 1,000 delegates from 85 countries, in-

cluding several heads of state and govern-

ment, with a platform to discuss how Africa 

can face up to the challenges brought about 

by the economic crisis, and how the crisis can 

be used as an opportunity to redesign a sus-

tainable roadmap for Africa’s future.

President Jakaya Kikwete of Tanzania em-

phasized the potential contained within Africa 

and how the World Economic Forum on Africa, 

with the theme of ‘Rethinking Africa’s Growth

Strategy’, was vital for identifying the opportu-

POVERTY REDUCTION 
Rwanda
In an effort to assist the Government of 
Rwanda with implementing key policy ac-
tions outlined in its Economic Development 
Poverty Reduction Strategy, the World Bank 
has approved a total amount of USD 115.6 
million from the International Development
Association, including USD 29.5 million
from the Crisis Response Window. The grant
will support growth for export and jobs
by enhancing the skills of the population
through improved quality of service delivery 
in basic post-education, in energy, transport
and water sectors.

CONSTRUCTION
Africa
Builders and housing ministry officials from
all over Africa met in Nairobi to explore 
ways to encourage green building in their 
own countries. The three-day conference
was organized by UN-HABITAT with the 
theme of ‘Promoting Green Building Rating 
in Africa’. The conference concluded with a 
declaration of commitment to promote and
foster green building practices in Africa, and
a call to form an African Network of Green 
Building Councils.

EDUCATION
Eritrea
The African Development Fund (ADF) has 
approved a grant of USD 20 million to as-
sist a higher education development project
in Eritrea. The loan will go towards scaling
up human resources development in order 
to further enhance economic growth pro-
grammes and reduce poverty in the country. 
The project will specifically contribute to
building capacity for teaching, research and
service in the country’s higher education
institutions. Eritrea’s higher education sub-
sector had been facing several challenges, 
which the ADF project will address, in par-
ticular, the shortage of qualified national
staff and inadequate infrastructure.

RENEWABLE ENERGY
Tanzania 
The World Bank’s Board of Executive Direc-
tors has approved an International Develop-
ment Association (IDA) credit of USD 25
million to support renewable energy projects
in Tanzania. The initiative will aim at im-
proving the quality and efficiency of elec-
tricity service provision in the three main 
growth areas of Dar es Salaam, Arusha, and 
Kilimanjaro, and also to establish a sustain-
able basis for energy access expansion and
renewable energy development in Tanzania.
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United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Pal-

estine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) are

partnering with One Laptop per Child (OLPC), a 

non-profit organization whose mission is to help

provide every child in the world with access to 

a modern education, to bring new learning op-

portunities to nearly half a million Palestinian

refugee children by 2012.

“Our partnership with One Laptop per Child 

has much potential to help us improve the way 

we work,” said UNRWA Commissioner-General 

Filippo Grandi. “It combines so many of what I 

consider to be important priorities for UNRWA: 

concrete partnerships, innovative technology 

and new educational initiatives, bringing hope

and a belief in a peaceful future for the next gen-

eration of Palestinians.”

The goal is to distribute XO laptops to all 

Palestinian refugee children across the Mid-

dle East by 2012. UNRWA schools are funda-

mental to OLPC’s mission to give connected, 

energy efficient and robust laptops to children 

around the world, especially those who have 

been displaced by conflict and those living in 

extreme poverty.

UNRWA operates one of the largest school 

systems in the Middle East and has been the 

main provider of basic education to Palestin-

ian refugees for over six decades. The agency 

provides primary schooling free of charge for 

Palestinian refugee children in five areas – West 

Bank and Gaza, Lebanon, Syria and Jordan.

“Core to our mission is providing the world’s most 

isolated and vulnerable children with access to 

modern forms of education and the opportunities 

that follow,” said Nicholas Negroponte, chairman 

and founder of One Laptop per Child. “With the

XO, the children can continue to stay connected 

and gain the skills and knowledge required to

participate fully and thrive in the 21st century – 

even when getting to school is impossible.”

An initial deployment of 2,100 XO laptops 

occurred in the city of Rafah (30 kilometres

south of Gaza City), where officials from OLPC, 

UNRWA and other NGOs and donors, along 

with local dignitaries, parents, teachers and 

children greeted the arrival at the Rafah Co-

Education Elementary School D. 

UNRWA has worked closely with OLPC

on teacher training and the development of 

localized software and content for the XOs, 

highlighted by the fact that 200 teachers have 

already been trained and more than 150 elec-

tronic learning modules are being adapted for 

use on the XO. OLPC

and UNRWA are also

collaborating on the

formatting of elec-

tronic textbooks and 

workbooks for an en-

tire primary school 

curriculum. u

The United States Department of Energy 

(DOE) and Masdar, Abu Dhabi’s multifaceted 

renewable energy company, have signed a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to re-

search, develop and promote collaboration on 

clean and sustainable energy technologies.

“This agreement strengthens the ties

that bind the United States and the United

Arab Emirates,” said US Deputy Secretary  

Poneman at the signing in Washington DC. 

“We look forward to working with Masdar to 

find clean energy solutions that will help us 

overcome our energy challenges. By enhanc-

ing cooperation on clean energy, we can help 

build a secure, prosperous and sustainable en-

ergy future for the citizens of our nations and 

the world.”

The agreement will establish a framework 

for cooperation in three key areas related to 

tackling climate change and depleting and

polluting fuels: carbon capture and sequestra-

tion, water and bio-fuels, and clean technol-

ogy. The collaboration provides the oppor-

tunity for scientific and technical exchanges, 

The XO laptop is helping child refugees gain access 
to a modern education PHOTOPP © ONE LE APTOP PERPP CHCC ILHH D

Education
UN to provide laptops 
for Palestinian children

URBANIZATION
Middle East
UN-HABITAT’s Kuwait Office convened 
a two-day Expert Group Meeting to start
the preparation of a new regional report,
The State of Arab Cities, in cooperation
with the Arab Towns Organisation and
the Arab Fund for Economic and Social 
Development. Experts from Kuwait, the 
Arab region, Europe and United States as 
well as from UN-HABITAT, UNDP, United
Nations Economic and Social Commission 
for Western Asia (ESCWA) and the World
Bank discussed current urbanization trends
and challenges.

EDUCATION
Yemen
The World Bank is to provide a USD 13 
million loan to Yemen for the development
of higher education and scientific research. 
The support given to the Yemen Higher
Education Quality Improvement Project 
(HEQIP) is aimed at improving the 
conditions required for the enhancement 
in the quality of university programmes
and graduate employability. Enrolments 
in higher education in Yemen have 
increased rapidly in recent years due to the 
establishment of new, private universities
and the introduction of fee-paying parallel
programmes.

WATER
Qatar 
ConocoPhillips and GE Power & Water,
a unit of General Electric Company, have
opened a Global Water Sustainability Centre 
(GWSC), in Doha, Qatar. The centre, located
at the Qatar Science and Technology Park, 
was officially unveiled by HE Abdullah bin 
Hamad Al-Attiyah, Deputy Prime Minister 
and Minister of Energy and Industry, State
of Qatar. The GWSC will also sponsor sus-
tainable development projects intended to
benefit the local community, such as pro-
grammes to encourage water conservation,
exhibitions and industry workshops.

RENEWABLE ENERGY
Lebanon
The Lebanese government has allotted USD 
9 million for the development of renewable 
energy projects, with an aim of generating 
12 percent of its electricity through renew-
able resources by 2020. Lebanon’s Water 
and Energy Minister Gebran Bassil, called
for regulatory changes to help enable the
introduction of renewable energy within the
country. Lebanon has launched a study to
determine the best locations in the country 
for wind power generation, with a target of 
generating up to 500 megawatts of power
from wind turbine installations.

Renewable energy
Masdar and US 
to collaborate on 
renewable energy 
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The World Bank has approved a grant of 

USD 7.15 million to support Egypt’s Alexandria 

Coastal Zone Management Project. The Glo-

bal Environment Facility (GEF) grant will aid

Egypt’s efforts to reconcile economic develop-

ment with environmental and social sustain-

ability and implement an integrated approach

to coastal zone management, in particular the

ongoing preparation of a National Strategy for

Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM).

“We are pleased that the GEF grant will sup-

port this project which is in line with the Coun-

try Assistance Strategy (CAS) for Egypt,” said 

David Craig, Country Director for Egypt, Yemen

and Djibouti. “Namely to ensure environmental

sustainability along with economic growth.”

The main objective of the programme is to 

supply a strategic framework and immediate

small-scale investments to reduce the amount

of land-based sources of pollution entering the 

Mediterranean Sea in the most effected areas of 

El Mex Bay and Lake Mariout. The project will 

pilot innovative and low-cost technologies for

pollution reduction originating from agricultural

drainage water and rural domestic wastewater.

The venture will seek to establish sustain-

able levels of economic and social activity in

coastal areas while protecting the coastal en-

vironment. It is hoped that this protection and

restoration of significant coastal heritage and 

ecosystems will have positive impacts on the 

environment. 

“The project will reduce the sources of pollu-

tion entering the Lake Mariout and subsequent-

ly the Mediterranean Sea through pilot pollu-

tion reduction measures, and will put in place a 

participatory mechanism for the integrated and

sustainable management of the valuable coast-

al resources,” said Maged Hamed, the World 

Bank’s Task Team Leader of the project.

The Alexandria Coastal Zone Management

Project will be implemented as part of the GEF-

World Bank-UNEP Strategic Partnership for 

the Mediterranean Sea Large Marine Ecosys-

tem (LME), which will support capital invest-

ments, economic instruments, implementation

of policy reforms, and strengthening of public

institutions and public participation.

The world’s coastlines are under great pres-

sure from human uses and global climate 

change will intensify that pressure. With ris-

ing sea levels, increased storm conditions and

higher temperatures predicted, the challenge 

will be to manage coastal activities in a sustain-

able way whilst ensuring the health of coastal

ecosystems. u

Sustainable 
environment
World Bank supports 
coastal zone 
management in Egypt

The Project is aiming to reduce the amount of 
pollution entering the Mediterranean Sea

PHOTOPP © SYED AHMAD ISRAAII

AGRICULTURE
Morocco
The International Finance Corporation
(IFC), a member of the World Bank Group, 
has signed an agreement with the govern-
ment of Morocco to help improve water 
supply and support agriculture. The IFC
will play an advisory role in helping the 
Moroccan Ministry of Agriculture structure 
a public-private partnership to construct
a desalination and irrigation plant in the
Chtouka area, a region that relies heavily on 
agriculture. The plant will have an estimated 
annual capacity of between 60 and 85 mil-
lion cubic metres, with the IFC helping to 
ensure that the project is financially and 
environmentally sustainable.

WIND ENERGY
Israel
Israel has approved plans for wind-powered
lighting for a coastal highway. The Israel 
National Roads Company is intending to 
publish tenders for the supply, construction 
and maintenance of wind turbines that will 
provide electricity for highway lighting. The
small turbines could be installed on light-
ing poles on the coastal road running along
Israel’s Mediterranean coastline, in an at-
tempt to take advantage of the favourable
sea winds. Israel is also looking into placing
photovoltaic solar panels at interchanges
across the country, highlighting their ef-
forts to integrate systems for producing 
renewable energy into the infrastructure of 
highways.

SOLAR ENERGY
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia has announced a partnership
with IBM to develop a solar-powered desali-
nation plant to be built, depending on the re-
sults of a study, in the city of Al Khafji, in the 
northeast of the country. The solar-powered 
facility would include ultra-high concentra-
tor photovoltaic (UHCPV) technology, joint-
ly developed by IBM and King Abdulaziz City 
for Science and Technology (KACST), and
could provide 30,000 cubic metres of water 
per day for over 100,000 people.

WATER
Abu Dhabi
The Abu Dhabi Water and Electricity Au-
thority has made a landmark contribution of 
USD 3 million to UN-HABITAT. The contri-
bution to the agency’s Water and Sanitation 
Trust Fund has been fully earmarked to the 
Global Water Operators Partnerships Alliance
Programme, a network led by UN-HABITAT, 
dedicated to ‘helping water operators help
each other’ through twinning and other 
forms of not-for-profit peer support. In ad-
dition, for the next three years, the Authority 
will host the Alliance Representative Office
for Arab Countries in Abu Dhabi.

joint research and development of clean en-

ergy technologies.

“The growth of the renewable and sustain-

able energy sector is seen as an important 

catalyst for economic growth and diversifica-

tion,” said Dr. Al Jaber, CEO of Masdar. “That 

is why we are delighted to be partnering with 

the DOE, one of the world’s leading energy 

authorities, and look forward to the mutual

benefits our cooperation will bring in terms 

of promoting sustaining energy solutions, 

creating investment opportunities and fos-

tering human and scientific development.”

The agreement will seek to provide easier

and improved access for small and medium 

sized enterprises operating in clean technol-

ogy within the United Arab Emirates and the

United States to enter their respective mar-

kets, which in turn will help to boost trade,

investment and job opportunities. The coop-

eration enhances the ability of Masdar to par-

ticipate in United States Department of En-

ergy funded projects and in turn for the DOE

to have demonstration and pilot opportuni-

ties in Masdar. This would include research

and development support from Masdar Insti-

tute of Science and Technology, a non-profit, 

post-graduate research institute dedicated to 

renewable energy, environmental technolo-

gies and sustainability. u
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The European Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development (EBRD) will loan EUR 30 mil-

lion (USD 38 million) to Citygas Bulgaria to 

help improve gas pipe network coverage in the 

south of the country. The loan will help finance 

the construction of 833 kilometres of pipeline,

which will serve 27 municipalities with a total

population of 900,000 in the Trakia and Kar-

gaiali regions by 2012. Currently, large parts of 

southern Bulgaria are not covered by the exist-

ing gas network.

The pipeline extension project is part of 

Citygas’ Bulgaria investment programme that 

will construct a total of 1,700 kilometres of 

pipeline in order to connect 1,000 industrial, 

1,500 commercial and 96,000 domestic users 

by 2017. The EBRD say that the loan will help 

to promote economic development and also 

provide a cleaner and more reliable energy 

source to households, commercial and indus-

trial premises while moving the country more 

towards the use of gas as opposed to more pol-

luting and less efficient fuels. 

Citygas Bulgaria is majority-owned (20.22 

percent) by the Italian gas distribution and sup-

ply utility, Gruppo Societa Gas Rimini Spa. “We

are pleased to support Gas Rimini and its sub-

sidiary Citygas Bulgaria in implementing this 

important project, which will bring significant

benefits to people and businesses in the region,” 

said Riccardo Puliti, EBRD Director for Energy.

An EBRD project proposal states that the 

project is expected to support higher stand-

ards of business conduct in the Bulgarian gas

distribution segment because Citygas will ap-

ply best international practices in its environ-

mental, health and safety action plan.

The EBRD has invested EUR 2 billion in

more than 120 projects in Bulgaria since the 

bank began operations there. Ukraine has also 

been in talks with the EBRD regarding the 

modernization of its gas pipelines. u

the design and assembly of the Circulating

Fluidized Bed (CFB) boiler – the first of its 

kind in the world capable of burning only 

biomass fuels.

“Building this Green Unit in Poland, as 

well as developing new wind farms, under-

lines GDF SUEZ’s strong commitment to 

sustainable development and to the Polish

market,” said Executive Vice President GDF

SUEZ, Dirk Beeuwsaert, who is in charge

of Energy Europe & International. “It will 

help Poland meet the EU target of produc-

ing 15 percent of its energy from renewable

sources by 2020.”

Energy expert GDF SUEZ is planning to build 

the world’s biggest biomass power unit in Po-

land, called The Green Unit. The unit should 

be ready for action by the end of December 

2012 and will have a production capacity of 

190 megawatts. It will burn wood and agri-

fuels, reducing CO
2
 emissions by 1.2 million 

tonnes per year. The chosen location is along-

side GDF SUEZ’s 1,800 megawatts coal and 

biomass-fired power station in Polaniec, in 

south-east Poland.

The plant will be built jointly with the glo-

bal engineering and construction company, 

Foster Wheeler, that will be responsible for

Energy
EBRD funds Bulgaria gas
pipeline

Energy
Poland to utilize biomass

Hundreds of Bulgarian households will soon benefit 
from gas PHOTOPP © CARCC LOS PAESPP

WASTE MANAGEMENT
Eastern Europe
Eastern Europe generates less waste than
western Europe, according to a study by 
Eurostat, the EU statistics office. The Czech
Republic, Latvia, Poland, Romania and 
Slovakia produce less than 400 kilograms 
of waste per person annually, whereas the 
average EU citizen generates half a tonne –
524 kilograms. Denmark, Ireland, Cyprus 
and Luxemburg exceed the average and
create more than 700 kilograms of waste per
person, per year. However, Eastern Euro-
pean countries deposit most of their waste 
in landfills – 100 percent goes to landfill in
Bulgaria – while other countries in the EU 
recycle some of their rubbish.

DISASTER MANAGEMENT
Kosovo
School children in the Municipality of 
Gjilan/Gnjilane in Kosovo have been receiv-
ing lessons about how to survive earthquakes.
Studies carried out by UN-HABITAT and
the local authorities have confirmed that 
Gjilan/Gnjilane is an active earthquake zone. 
Consequently, priority has been given to the 
reinforcement of public buildings, especially 
schools. Nehat Ibrahimi, officer for emergency 
planning in Municipality of Gjilan/Gnjilane 
gave the class on School Earthquake Safety 
and Preparedness to students and teachers.

ENERGY
The Balkans
Both households and small- and 
medium-sized enterprises in the west-
ern Balkans will benefit from an EU
grant of EUR 22.5 million (USD 28.5
million) that is to be invested in re-
newable energy and energy efficiency. 
In addition, the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development is
providing credit lines to local banks 
that lend to the private sector with the
aim of boosting private sector financing
for sustainable energy. The financing 
is to help local businesses streamline 
their energy use and to help households
become more energy efficient.

TRANSPORT
Czech Republic 
The authorities in the city of Ústí nad Laben 
in the Czech Republic have implemented
a study to determine how the public uses
the public transport system. The CIVITAS 
initiative group have administered a public 
transport promotional campaign designed
to understand the population’s impression 
of public transport, develop a communica-
tion campaign to effectively promote public
transport use and to reduce the number
of people commuting by single occupancy 
vehicle. The local media helped to spread the 
message encouraging more citizens to use
buses and trains.
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Homes across Europe could benefit from im-

proved heating. European energy commis-

sioner Günther Oettinger has proposed the

use of unspent EU economic recovery funds to

improve regional and local sustainable energy 

efficiency and renewables projects. Surplus

funds currently amount to EUR 115 million

(USD 146 million).

The European Association for 

the Promotion of Cogeneration 

(COGEN) says that this would 

mean funds could be used 

for small-scale urban cogen-

eration and district heating 

projects, and has therefore 

encouraged the EU to extend 

finance for energy efficiency 

and cogeneration. 

Cogeneration is a commonly used 

energy efficient heat recycling process 

where both heat and power are generated si-

multaneously.

“The funds are a welcome start,” said Fiona

Riddoch, managing director of COGEN Eu-

rope. “Faced with the current financial chal-

lenges, Europe needs to invest wisely and lo-

cally. Energy efficiency and particularly cogen-

eration is a shrewd and stable investment with

significant payback in energy savings, which is

what Europe needs in the near term.”

The extra money could especially help peo-

ple living in eastern Europe, according to a

report on heat loss by the International Energy 

Agency and the Organization for Economic Co-

operation and Development.

Oettinger’s proposal is to keep unspent re-

covery package funds

just for energy efficiency 

and renewables proj-

ects. He suggested that

the funds be managed

by organizations such

as the European In-

vestment Bank, or the

Europe-wide trade as-

sociation, with control

over the funds’ use be-

ing left to the European

Commission. Politicians

are planning to meet

and debate the proposal

at the COGEN Europe

and Euroheat &

Power conferences

this summer. u

Sustainable energy
Better heating for EU

Poland will soon have a wood-burning power station 
PHOTOPP © IANII BRITTON ‘COCC URTESY OF FREEPEE HOTOPP .COM’

ENERGY
Croatia
The city of Ivanic-Grad in Croatia has 
won the 2010 Towards Class A award, the
European award for creative communication 
campaigns in buildings. The city has been
recognized for its work in communicating
information about energy, CO

2
 and 

water performance of its buildings and
encouraging the community to change its
energy-use behaviour. Fifteen cities from 
nine countries competed for the award, but 
the jury were impressed by the way Ivanic-
Grad had included both private and public 
buildings and involved the media, citizens, 
children and politicians.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Serbia
The European Investment Bank has agreed 
to loan EUR 10 million (USD 12.7 million) to
help fund the Gazela Bridge Rehabilitation 
project in Serbia. The Serbian authorities
requested assistance, as the bridge is an im-
portant part of the infrastructure in the area
and its deterioration has socio-economic 
impacts. Several families who lived under
the bridge have had to be resettled by the
Serbian authorities. The European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development has also
been monitoring the project and has agreed 
to fund the re-building of roads leading to 
the bridge.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Belgrade
Belgrade is getting a EUR 6 million (USD
7.6 million) loan from the European Union 
to help upgrade street infrastructure. The
investment is part of the Belgrade Urban 
Renewal Project, financed by the European 
Investment Bank, which includes projects
to improve public transport and the urban
environment. Specifically, the city will ben-
efit from modernization of existing tramway 
infrastructure and rolling stock, rebuilding 
of street infrastructure and improvements to
traffic management systems.

HEALTH
Serbia
World Health Day in April was celebrated 
widely across Serbia along the theme of ur-
banization and health. Fourteen cities across 
the country registered their events on the
official World Health Day website. Amongst 
the new projects revealed, the city of Novi 
Sad’s Secretariat for environmental protec-
tion and urban planning presented a scheme 
to plant more than 1,000 trees in the town,
the reconstruction of the Danube river bank 
as a recreation site and the construction of a 
safe skate and cycling park.

EU homes could be warmer next winter
PHOTOPP © ANDY HARVEYHH

Poland has committed to producing more

than 15 percent of its electricity from re-

newable sources by 2020 and once the unit

is operational, it will significantly increase 

Poland’s chances of meeting renewable

energy targets. Biomass resources such as 

wood and agri-fuels are plentiful in Poland

and can be used to produce electricity with-

out increasing carbon emissions. 

Currently, GDF SUEZ is the third-largest

renewable energy producer in Poland and

is striving to become the market leader. The

Green Unit project, in addition to several 

wind farms, which are under development,

will bring the group’s goal one-step closer. 

The first GDF SUEZ 20 megawatt wind

farm is now under construction in Jarog-

niew, Moltowo and several other wind-

power projects are also in development.u
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station would be built at Old Oak Common 
in West London, giving the new line direct
connections to the West End, City and Dock-
lands via Crossrail, to the South West via the 
Great Western main line and to Heathrow via
the Heathrow Express. A second interchange 
station could also be located to the south east
of Birmingham - offering direct links to Bir-
mingham Airport, the National Exhibition
Centre and the M6 and M42 motorways.

HS2 Ltd have provided an estimated cost of 
GBP 30 billion (USD 44.3 billion) for the core ‘Y’ 
network and also found that construction costs
for major projects in the UK are higher than for 
comparable projects elsewhere in Europe. In 
light of this evidence, Infrastructure UK - the
body set up to help ensure that publicly fund-
ed infrastructure is effectively prioritized and
delivered - will work with the Department for
Transport to consider whether and how con-
struction costs can be reduced. Further work 
on HS2 Ltd’s cost estimates may be required
following the completion of that work.

The government proposes to secure the
powers to deliver any high-speed network by 
means of a single Hybrid Bill. Depending on 
the outcome of consultation and Parliamentary 
timescales and approval, this should allow con-
struction to start after the Crossrail scheme is 
completed beginning 2017, with the high-speed 
network opening in phases from 2026. u

High Speed Two Ltd (HS2 Ltd), the company 
set up by the government in January 2009 to 
investigate the case for high speed rail. Full 
public consultation on that route, and the long-
er term strategy for high speed rail, will begin 
in the Autumn and detailed planning work will
now also begin on the route options from Bir-
mingham to Manchester and to Leeds to allow 
consultation on these routes in 2012.

Mr. Adonis said: “The time has come for 
Britain to plan seriously for high speed rail 
between our major cities. The high-speed 
line from London to the Channel Tunnel has 
been a clear success, and many European and
Asian countries now have extensive and suc-
cessful high-speed networks. I believe high-
speed rail has a big part to play in Britain’s 
future.

“Over the next 20 to 30 years the UK will 
require a step-change in transport capac-
ity and connectivity both to promote and 
respond to long-term economic growth,” he
added. “However, this must be delivered sus-
tainably, without unacceptable environmen-
tal impacts, and in line with the government’s
strategy to promote a low-carbon economy.”

Under the proposals, the recommended 
route for a London-Birmingham high-speed 
line would run from a rebuilt Euston station to 
a new Birmingham City Centre station at Fa-
zeley/Curzon Street. A Crossrail interchange 

To address these issues, the OECD recom-
mends that Greece: require young people 
to participate in job-search training in the 
early stages of unemployment and reserve 
more costly programmes for those who fail 
to find work after a period of monitored 
job search; limit employment subsidies to 
jobs with training and target them on long-
term unemployed youth, unemployed early 
school leavers and young people who have 
spent more than six months neither in em-
ployment nor in education; move towards a 
single contract of work with moderate pro-
tection against dismissal and lengthen the 
trial period in permanent contracts; help 
firms that hire workers at or around the 
minimum wage in jobs that offer training
by reducing their social security contribu-
tion rates; create a single vocational route 
in upper secondary education combining 
classroom based and work based learning;
expand apprenticeship training to include 
more professions and encourage employ-
ers, particularly small businesses, to take
on more apprentices. u

Shortly before leaving government, Brit-
ish Transport Secretary Andrew Adonis an-
nounced proposals which would revolutionize
Britain’s rail network by delivering an initial 
core high-speed rail network linking London to
Birmingham, Manchester, the East Midlands,
Sheffield and Leeds, with trains running at up
to 400 kilometres per hour.

The development of a 540 kilometre ‘Y’-
shaped network would bring the West Mid-
lands within about half an hour of London, and
deliver journey times of 75 minutes or less from 
Leeds, Sheffield and Manchester to the capital. 
Connections onto existing tracks would be in-
cluded, allowing direct high-speed train serv-
ices to be operated to cities including Glasgow, 
Edinburgh, Newcastle and Liverpool as soon as
the line opens. Further consideration will also
be given to extending the network subsequently 
to these and other major destinations.

The first step in building such a network 
would be a high speed line from London to Bir-
mingham, for which the UK government has 
published details of the recommended route by 

In Greece, the already high youth unemploy-
ment rate could rise further in the coming 
months, according to a new OECD report. 
Young people in OECD countries have been 
hit hard by the economic crisis. The report 
calls for the government to focus its efforts on 
reforms that will deliver results quickly with-
out increased spending, such as improving 
job-search training and limiting employment 
subsidies to the long-term jobless.

The report, entitled Jobs for Youth: 
Greece, states that youth unemployment 
could reach 28 percent by the end of 2010, 
up from 25.3 percent in September 2009.
Even before the crisis, youth unemploy-
ment in Greece was among the highest of 
OECD countries, at 20.6 percent in 2008 

Transport
New high-speed rail 
proposal for UK

Youth
Quick action needed
to tackle rising youth
unemployment

compared with an OECD average of 13.2
percent. Young Greeks are twice as likely 
to suffer long-term unemployment as their 
peers in most OECD countries and less 
likely to be in work. The youth employment
rate was 20 percentage points below the 
OECD average in 2008.

“Young people are particularly vulnerable
in this jobs crisis,” said OECD Secretary-
General Angel Gurría. “Every effort must be 
made to keep young Greeks in touch with the 
job market to avoid the long term scarring of 
a generation.”

Reforms announced in October 2009 to 
overhaul work-experience programmes and 
cut social security contributions for small
businesses that hire young people are steps 
in the right direction, the report says. But 
re-employment assistance is too centred on 
costly work subsidies, and relatively high la-
bour costs and tough dismissal regulations 
for white-collar workers discourage employ-
ers from hiring inexperienced youth, thereby 
making it difficult for young people to get a
foothold in the job market.
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huge impact in helping us develop sustain-
able communities.” u

Cree Inc, a leading innovator of lighting-class 
LEDs, LED lighting, and semiconductor solu-
tions for wireless and power applications and
Habitat for Humanity International have an-
nounced a three-year, USD 1.5 million pledge 
to provide high-efficiency Cree LED down-
lights for kitchens in all new Habitat homes 
built in the United States.

“By providing cost-saving, energy-efficient 
lighting, Cree is helping Habitat build sus-
tainable, affordable homes in partnership 
with thousands of low-income families across 
the United States,” said Chuck Swoboda, Cree 
chairman and CEO. “Future Habitat home-
owners can enjoy lower electricity costs and 
most likely won’t have to change their light 
bulbs for the next two decades.”

the root of this problem, we must pursue so-
lutions that increase the sustainable capac-
ity of local and national actors, boost coop-
eration between stakeholders and focus on 
the needs of those most affected, particular-
ly women,” added Senator Cardin, a mem-
ber of the Senate Foreign Relations Interna-
tional Development and Foreign Assistance  
Subcommittee. u

establishing a senior advisor for urban 
development; and establish a pilot urban 
strategies initiative that will help a select
number of cities create a policy framework 
for future growth and development. 

“We all recognize that the 21st century is
the century of the city,” said Chairman Ker-
ry. “There is an explosion of urban growth 
around the globe – already the majority 
of the world’s population lives in urban 
areas, with approximately 1 billion people 
residing in slums. The phenomenon of ur-
banization will be ignored at our own peril. 
Responsible citizens of the world must con-
sciously harness their creativity and inge-
nuity to increase the livability, economic 
viability, and environmental sustainability 
of our cities.”

“For the first time in recorded history, 
the majority of the world’s population lives 
in cities,” said Senator Durbin. “Rural flight 
strains cities’ ability to provide clean water 
and sanitation, safe housing and basic in-
frastructure. This bill will put an emphasis
on smart growth that will ensure that to-
day’s cities not only meet the basic human 
needs of their residents, but also become 
the economic and cultural hubs of the fu-
ture.”

“Half of all the world’s poor live in cities 
and towns. To tackle the growing poverty at 

The Cree LED kitchen lighting packages
can help reduce energy costs for Habitat 
homeowners, as kitchens generally see
some of the highest lighting energy usage 
in a home, according to ENERGY STAR®. 
More than 1,500 Habitat for Humanity af-ff
filiates across the US will have access to 
the lighting package, which features Cree’s
newest LED downlight, the CR6™. The CR6 
downlight is designed to last 50,000 hours,
which is more than 22 years if the lights are
used six hours a day. These LED downlights
exceed ENERGY STAR criteria, consuming
85 percent less energy than an incandescent
and 55 percent less energy than a compact 
fluorescent.

“We are delighted that Cree is partnering
with Habitat affiliates to provide lighting
products that enable more energy-efficient
homes,” said Jonathan Reckford, CEO of 
Habitat for Humanity International. “Prod-
ucts and materials that reduce energy costs
make homes even more affordable for Habi-
tat partner families and also help to protect 
the environment. This is going to make a

On the heels of the Fifth World Urban Fo-
rum, US Senate Foreign Relations Commit-
tee Chairman John Kerry, along with Sena-
tors Dick Durbin and Benjamin L. Cardin,
have introduced new legislation to address 
the challenges of urbanization in develop-
ing countries. 

The legislation builds upon Secretary 
Clinton’s video address on sustainable ur-
banization at the Fifth Session of the World
Urban Forum in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil on
26 March 2010. It proposes to expand the 
existing US Agency for International Devel-
opment (USAID) efforts to craft better strate-
gies for sustainable urban development. The
Sustainable Urban Development Act of 2010
seeks to deal with unprecedented growth
from enlarging slums, increasing levels of 
pollution, overburdened transport systems,
and the lack of affordable housing. 

The bill would direct the USAID Ad-
ministrator to develop a strategy to foster 
sustainable urban development; consider 

Urban development
US Senators push for
urban development 
legislation

Energy
LED lighting to be 
installed in millions of
kitchens

Chairman John Kerry PHOTOPP © WORWW LD ECONOMEE IC FORFF UM

LED downlights in a new Habitat kitchen
PHOTOPP © CREECC IE NC
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come to terms with these challenges, they re-

quire leaders, managers and teams capable of 

adopting innovative and robust approaches to 

planning, managing and financing cities. 

“Some of our most important objectives in-

clude developing and advocating norms of sus-

tainable and harmonious urban development,” 

said UN-HABITAT’s Executive Director, Mrs 

Tibaijuka, at the opeing of the International 

Urban Training Centre (IUTC) in the Republic 

of Korea.

“They entail also improving global knowl-

edge and understanding of urban develop-

ment issues, and finally, building the capacity 

Without adequate training for 

their administrators, cities, 

especially those in the devel-

oping world, will suffer the negative effects of 

rapid urbanization, and become vulnerable to

economic instability, food insecurity, resource 

depletion and climate change. If cities are to

The need for training for urban
leaders of tomorrow

Cities need to have fully trained competent leaders PHOTOPP © IHS

Strong urban economies are essential to improve infrastructure, education, health, living 
conditions and to alleviate poverty. But cities must be run by people that have the skills and
motivation to achieve these goals.  Unfortunately, in many places across the world, especially
in developing countries, this is not the case. Nick Michell highlights the growing significance
of urban management training and the issues that need to be addressed to make this more 
effective globally.
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said Michael Funcke-Bartz, Senior Project

Manager for Urban Development, at German

company Inwent, a capacity building institute 

dedicated to urban management training. “We

believe it is a priority to approach the develop-

ment banks with an acknowledgement of the 

problems but also the potential we see at the

local level.”

UN-HABITAT acknowledges that there

is still a lack of adequate access to training 

and a dearth of opportunities for interaction

between urban managers, and the agency is

looking to build knowledge networks to ad-

dress this.

“One of the things that UN-HABITAT does

extremely well and that is hugely beneficial 

is the incredible networks they have for peo-

ple and institutions, it is almost like a dating 

service, they know people on the ground in

different countries and are always aiding

communication and cooperation,” said Car-

ley Pennink, Head of International Projects

at the Netherlands-based Institute of Hous-

ing and Urban Development Studies (IHS).

manuals and methodologies to enable them

to adapt internationally recognized tools to

local contexts and language. 

Despite the continued collaboration be-

tween UN-HABITAT and training institutes

around the world, there are still various ob-

stacles that are hindering the progress of ur-

ban management training.

To begin with, there has to be a better

working relationship and collaboration be-

tween the development banks and the cities

looking for funding. A balanced understand-

ing on each side, from the donor to the recipi-

ent, will benefit both parties. It is important

that the development banks recognize the 

limitations in terms of resources and training 

that some cities have at their disposal. 

“When you enable local government to iden-

tify and prioritize the right projects, you must 

also have people on the development bank’s 

side that understand it is better to focus on 

where the investments are going instead of de-

veloping very big and ambitious projects that 

will not end up with the desired outcomes,” 

of governments, local authorities and other 

UN-HABITAT Agenda partners through tech-

nical cooperation and training.”

The need for training in urban management 

has never been as great, with UN-HABITAT 

and its partners promoting the importance

of sustainable development as a means of 

managing poverty and climate change. Rapid 

urbanization, if not well managed, will only 

add to the one billion people estimated to al-

ready be living in slums, while also increasing

the percentage of greenhouse gas emissions 

emanating from cities. Training and capacity 

building is therefore a crucial investment for 

the future sustainability of our cities.

‘Building capacity to build capacity’ is the

cornerstone of the UN-HABITAT’s training

strategy. Based on this premise, UN-HABITAT

offers technical support to training institu-

tions to implement innovative training pro-

grammes that target local governments and

non-governmental and community-based

organizations. UN-HABITAT specifically 

provides these institutions with training

Carley Pennink, Head of International Projects IHS
PHOTOPP © IHS

Highly trained individuals must have accommodating environments to work in PHOTOPP © IHS
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“The Habitat Partner University network is

an initiative that tries to mobilize and lever-

age the best out of institutions that focus on 

urban management. In addition to being a 

knowledge institution, UN-HABITAT is also 

trying to work with people in leveraging those

networks; in other words, if they can’t do eve-

rything themselves then they can play a cata-

lyzing role in the whole process.” 

Even when highly trained individuals are 

available to cities, if local governments are not

providing adequate working conditions, those

individuals will lose motivation and move on.

“There’s one side of the whole situation, 

which is training and building up capacity in

urban management, and our experience is

that you can really get quite far with this,” said

Forbes Davidson, Senior Expert for Urban

Policy and Planning at IHS. “The other side

of the equation is the institutions that people 

have to work in and quite often we find that

trained individuals return to their institutions 

and become frustrated as they are perhaps very 

badly paid for a job which is, arguably, one of 

the most important management jobs in the 

world, managing a major city.” According to 

Mr. Davidson, there are people in local city 

government that are so poorly paid, they may 

even have a second job. “It is extremely difficult

for a highly qualified and motivated person to 

make a real difference when they are working

in an entirely unaccommodating environment,” 

said Mr. Davidson.

Offering attractive incentives and suitable

working environments for careers in urban 

management would attract high calibre can-

didates, greatly improve the efficiency of city 

administration, and allow cities to leverage

limited resources to implement sustainable

urban development policies. But the train-

ing of personnel is only meaningful if man-

agers are going to be used appropriately;

otherwise the outcome is the possession of 

a capacity that cannot be applied effectively.

“We cannot have highly trained or educated

people returning to their governments and 

getting lost in the quagmire of their institu-

tions again, essentially dying on the vines

and negating their power to effectively make

change,” said Carley Pennink.

While working conditions in local govern-

ment need to improve to encourage candi-

dates to pursue a career in urban manage-

ment, even before this stage, having the abil-

ity to reach out to people in different coun-

tries is a major hurdle for UN-HABITAT and 

partner institutions to overcome.

“We despair a bit about the number of people

we can actually reach as an institution and I think  

UN-HABITAT are thinking exactly the same 

thing – how can we get to more people,” ex-

plained Ms. Pennink at IHS. “People come 

to our institution and study for a masters in

urban management and that is effectively a

luxury situation and we have maybe only 100 

people a year enrolling. But what we would

really like to do is get into more countries and 

reach more people.” The aim of institutions

like IHS is to have a critical mass of people that 

are trained and educated, with the ability to ac-

tually make the fundamental change that you 

need to engage in government.

With over half of the world’s population

now living in cities, the need for training in

urban management has never been so criti-

cal and yet the obstacles hindering progress

are prominent and numerous. These must

be addressed if cities are going to possess the

required number of skilled and motivated 

urban professionals, with the ability to keep

pace with a rapidly urbanizing world. u

Inwent, German capacity building institute PHOTOPP © INWENT
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the fortunes of the utility in the years since

1993, when he was appointed director of the

authority. 

“Only around 20 percent of the people living

in the city received water and where they did,

the water was in a dramatically bad condi-

tion,” he said. “The supply was only available

for about eight to ten hours a day, and water

loss accounted to around 72 percent. The col-

lection of revenues was difficult with only 50

percent of bills issued recovered.”

But is this really true? Can a country be

too poor to have a good water service? The 

answer which came back loud and clear from 

April’s Global Water Summit in Paris, was a

resounding ‘no’.

Keynote speaker Ek Sonn Chan, Director

General of the Phnom Penh Water Supply 

Authority, runs a water utility in one of those

countries marked in purple, that suffer from 

‘economic water scarcity’. In his presenta-

tion he explained how he had turned around 

In 2006 the International Water Mana-

gement Institute (IWMI) published a

map illustrating water scarcity around

the world. The countries that suffered from

physical water scarcity were marked in oran-

ge, while those encountering ‘economic water

scarcity’ were marked in purple. This was to

draw attention to the fact that while some

parts of the world may enjoy abundant water

resources relative to use, they don’t have the

money for effective water infrastructure.

Ek Sonn Chan, Director General of the Phnom Penh Water Supply Authority, spoke of the programmes he has implemented in Cambodia PHOTOPP © GWIWW

Transforming the water sector
The Global Water Conference in Paris addressed the question of whether low-income
communities can afford effective water services. Christopher Gasson reports.
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As a result of Mr. Chan’s programme of 

change, the number of connections have

risen from 26,881 to around 200,000 today, 

covering 90 percent of the city. Unaccounted

for water has fallen to 5.94 percent, and cus-

tomers receive potable quality water 24 hours 

a day seven days a week.

“I would say there are three factors in the

lessons learned,” he added. “The first one is

the political will. Without the revisions of the

tariff, without independent operations I think 

that we could not have achieved this by now.

Life would have been very difficult without the

timely assistance of the loans and it was a key 

factor to the success of the programme. I will

say that here, even if Cambodia stays ranked at

158 of the most corrupt countries in the world,

the Phnom Penh Water Supply Authority is

fighting corruption at all levels. We cannot say 

that we are 100 percent clear from corruption, 

no way, but we are trying to fight as best we can 

to be more transparent.”

The utility is now self-financing, producing

an operating surplus equal to 32 percent of 

its revenues. This money goes towards repay-

ment of the money it borrowed to transform 

the utility, and expanding and improving the 

network. Despite an initial steep increase in

tariffs (from USD 0.10/m3), the utility has been

able to hold the cost of water at USD 0.25/m3 in

recent years. This is because the combination 

of a fast expanding network and 99.9 percent

collection rates have delivered rising revenues

without the need for tariff increases.

Abdoul Niang, Operations Director of 

SONES, the government body responsible for

water infrastructure in Senegal, told a similar

story of transformation in Dakar – another

city deemed too poor to have good water in-

frastructure by IWMI. With the support of 

private contractor Senegalaise des Eaux, the

capital now enjoys constant potable water, un-

accounted for water of 20 percent, and piped 

water coverage is being continually expanded

beyond Dakar to other towns and cities across

the country. Since 1996 1.8 million people in

Senegal have gained access to utility water

services. This transformation has been made

possible by tariff revenues. Low volume users 

are charged a discounted rate of USD 0.40/

m3, while standard users pay USD 1.30/m3,

and large volume users pay USD 1.80/m3. To 

put this in context, the standard water tariff in

Los Angeles is USD 1.21/m3. 

Other presenters from the Philippines and 

Uganda told similar stories of political will 

and sustainable financial models as the keys to 

extending water services in low-income coun-

tries. Professor Asit Biswas, who heads the 

Third World Centre for Water Management in

Mexico City, and acts as distinguished visiting 

professor to the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public

Policy in Singapore, summed up the situation 

quoting William Shakespeare in his opening re-

marks to the conference: “The fault, dear Bru-

tus, is not in our stars, but in ourselves, that

we are underlings.” u

Her Majesty Queen Noor of Jordan was the guest of honour and told delegates of the water challenges in Jordan and the Middle East PHOTOPP © GWIWW

The summit provided the delegates with  
opportunities to share ideas and experiences

PHOTOPP © GWIWW
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– to the inequality of opportunity in youth 

populations. 

Improvements in educational opportunities

carry with them the potential to affect the most 

widespread impact in leveling the inequality of 

opportunity, which in turn alleviates unemploy-yy

ment and therefore poverty.

Consequently, alleviating poverty acts as a

booster to further efforts in achieving all the

other MDGs. Moreover, if young people are able 

to see more opportunities, this would help to tap

their great potential to further the development 

of their communities and nations, as they are the 

group with the most energy potential. 

The provision of basic necessities to all citi-

zens is a factor that curbs crime rates and pro-

motes urban safety as a whole. One of these basic 

necessities is healthcare, and providing health-

care facilities to impoverished communities is an

essential starting platform from which to effect

education-promoting efforts.

It goes without saying that young people carry 

with them the potential and energy to further 

development and attainment of the Goals in

their communities, but they nevertheless rep-

resent an untapped potential because in many 

cases they face an inequality of opportunity and 

the lack of basic necessities.

This entrenches youth in a mire of poverty –

the greatest hindrance to achieving the Goals.

Further, it is for these reasons that many are 

lured into the wrong side of the legal system and 

vagrancy – instead representing a community 

hazard.

According to Bolade Abiola, author of The

Millennium Development Goals and the Youth

Agenda, to empower young people and help 

fight poverty, development strategies should 

be geared at education and basic healthcare for 

young people worldwide. u

UN-HABITAT’s State of the Urban Youth 

Report –t Leveling the Playing Field: In-

equality of Youth Opportunity, focuses on 

this inequality of opportunity that negative-

ly impacts young people today more than 

any other demographic group. The report, 

which comprised research in five different 

cities, compiled information that has helped 

to establish the strongest links between a 

lack of education and adequate healthcare

A s matters stand, more than half 

of the world’s unemployed are 

below the age of 24, and live in

conditions of poverty – a factor that mitigates 

the attainment of most if not all of the Goals. 

The brighter side of the coin is that youth are

receiving increasing recognition and involve-

ment in decision-making and development, an 

issue that is witnessed through the youth advi-

sory boards and committees to international in-

stitutions and programmes. To cite one example

– the giant youth gathering that is held on the 

eve of every session of the World Urban Forum.

Achievement of the MDGs is an inter-related

venture, and because of this, efforts directed at 

achieving one of them will undoubtedly affect

the rest. However, there are areas that merit

focus, where efforts are likely to have a more

widespread and visible impact. These are: edu-

cation, youth, and access to healthcare. Educa-

tion and youth go hand-in-hand, and efforts

aimed at giving youth the opportunities to fur-

ther their education, have the effect of bridging

the gaps that currently exist in inequality of op-

portunity to improve livelihoods. 

Young people hold the
Millennium Development
Goal keys 
Focusing developmental efforts geared at youth, as a strategy 
to achieve the Goals, is essential given that they are directly 
concerned by all the MDGs, and that they comprise more than half 
of the world’s population, writes Jose Fernando Mata-Piche
of UN-HABITAT youth section. 

agenda of several international processes and delibera-

tions. In this context, a growing number of countries are

moving towards formulating innovation strategies, that

include intellectual property, technology transfer and

science and technology issues. 

Latecomer Development, Innovation and Knowl-

edge for Economic Growth by Banji Oyelaran-Oyeyinka 

and Padmashree Gehl Sampath is an important contri-

bution to this growing literature which brings together 

two bodies of scholarship: the economics of innovation

and development economics, along with evidence from

79 countries worldwide. u

Knowledge and innovation play an increas-

ingly important role in meeting development

goals and achieving economic growth and com-

petitiveness in a globalized world. There is also 

recognition that innovation offers solutions

to key public policy challenges such as food 

security, climate change and health needs of 

the poor. As a result, innovation is high on the

Innovation in 
development
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URBAN WATCHCalendar of events

Shanghai World Expo:
Better City, Better Life
1 May-31 October 2010
Shanghai, China
www.unhabitat.org

First International Conference on Sustainable 
Transport & Traffic Management
1-3 July 2010
Karachi, Pakistan
www.neduet.edu.pk/UE/IEDC-2010/Home.html

Healthy Cities Conference
12-13 July 2010
Brisbane, Australia
www.healthycities.com.au

Sustainable Architecture and Urban 
Development 2010
12-14 July 2010 
Amman, Jordan
www.csaar-center.org/conference/saud2010/

Third IASTED African Conference on Water 
Resource Management: AfricaWRM 2010
6-8 September 2010
Gaborone, Botswana
www.iasted.org/conferences/home-686.html

Sustainable City Developing World 46th 
ISOCARP Congress
19-23 September 2010
Nairobi, Kenya
www.isocarp.org

Affordable Housing Development Summitff
Middle East
26-29 September 2010
Manama, Bahrain
www.affordablehousingme.com

The Shanghai World Expo 2010 on Better City, Better Life is an international
exposition that will take place from 1 May to 31 October 2010 in Shanghai, China. 
The Expo, which will cover over five square kilometres, hopes to attract 70 million 
people to see the displays of exhibitors from over 200 countries from the public and
private sectors, civil society and international organizations. The main theme of 
Expo 2010: Better City, Better Life, will show exciting initiatives aimed at achieving 
better living conditions and more sustainable urban environments – where over 
half of the world’s population lives.

This conference is the first of its nature in Pakistan to highlight transport and 
traffic management practices over different countries of the world. It will provide
a platform for stakeholders, personnel from academia and researchers related to 
the transport industries of the participating countries. The conference will also be 
helpful in the sharing of ideas, transfer of technologies and development of linkages
between the transport industries of developed and developing countries.

This will be a platform for government and industry sector professionals to discuss 
causes, effects and solutions that relate to population health, sustainability, natural
resource management, transport, climate change and urban design. The conference 
will examine the prerequisites for a ‘Healthy City’. The conference will feature over
70 speakers including keynote presentations along with three concurrent streams,
designed to address areas including managing population and economic growth, 
city design – designing changes to urban life to encourage physical activity, green
cities and technology, and community engagement and planning.

Of particular interest for this conference is sustainability in the Arab world cities.
These cities are undergoing one of the fastest rates of development in the world.
However, this rapid, often erratic, and sometimes traumatic growth has not
occurred without unwanted consequences in the built environment. The theme of 
the conference is ‘Sustainable Architecture and Urban Development’. It aims to
provide a forum to examine and discuss solution-oriented, practical methods for
implementing sustainable development, and to stimulate more ideas and useful
insights regarding architecture and urban development within the context of 
sustainability.

This purpose is consistent with the goals of the United Nations Decade of Water for
Life. The forum will cover both hard and soft technology and will serve to promote 
the use of appropriate technologies. Various case studies will be presented from the
whole continent.

It is now widely accepted that the ongoing urbanization process is unstoppable,
irreversible, and is taking place largely in the developing world. Cities in the
developing world, therefore, hold the key to the sustainable development of our
planet. The Nairobi 2010 Congress of ISOCARP, focusing on the theme ‘Sustainable
City/ Developing World’ takes its departure from the aforementioned premise.
Planning strategies for sustainable development in cities of the global south will
be discussed according to the type of intervention through which they can be best
addressed; for example, urban policy and financing, urban form and design, urban 
planning instruments, and urban governance.

This summit will bring regional and international public and private sector
industry leaders together in September to discuss the legislative and development 
frameworks necessary to provide affordable housing options in the Middle
East. Across four days of innovative content, senior-level participants will meet
and exchange knowledge with key international and regional governments,
development and strategic leaders who are paving the way toward profitability 
through partnership in this emerging market segment.



sociations, educational institutions, and inter-
national bodies such as ISOCARP, in bringing 
about change in outdated planning instru-
ments, will also be explored.

Workshop 4 will discuss issues of govern-
ance, including, but not limited to, participa-
tion and civic engagement, transparency and 
accountability, subsidiarity and rule of law. It 
will explore how improved urban governance, 
including, but not restricted to, urban plan-
ning processes, procedures and regulations, 
can help in ensuring sustainable and inclusive
urbanization. It will also focus on participatory
planning and policy formulation; reconstruc-
tion of disaster and conflict-affected cities and 
towns; and aspects of planning education.

Partners
The congress is co-hosted by UN-HABITAT, 
and is an event of the World Urban Campaign.

Workshop 2 will examine the impact of spa-
tial planning, urban design and built form
on urban sustainability. It will discuss how 
spatial planning can contribute to socially in-
clusive and ecologically sustainable develop-
ment; how creative urban design practices 
can help; and how the urban pattern/built can
form help in mitigating the impact of natural 
and man-made disasters.

Workshop 3 will focus on laws and planning 
instruments, which are often seen to further
exacerbate socio-spatial divisions within cit-
ies, sometimes even resulting in violent social
unrest, instead of ameliorating them. How can
urban planning instruments such as master 
plans, zoning regulations and building codes 
be reformed in order to promote social, eco-
nomic and environmental sustainability, would 
be the overarching question addressed in this 
workshop. The role of national planning as-

2010 ISOCARP Congress Nairobi, Kenya
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Theme
It is now widely accepted that the ongoing ur-
banization process is unstoppable, irreversible, 
and is taking place largely in the developing 
world. Cities in the developing world, therefore, 
hold the key to sustainable development of our 
planet. The Nairobi 2010 ISOCARP Congress, 
focusing on the theme ‘Sustainable City/ De-
veloping World’ takes its departure from the
aforementioned premise. Four workshops help 
structure the theme.

Workshop 1 will look at how existing and inno-
vative urban policy-making and financing
arrangements can be harnessed to deliver 
sustainable development in the cities of the 
global South. This will include, inter alia, issues 
of infrastructure policy and investments; urban 
economy, both formal and informal; the impact
of climate change; and urban governance and 
municipal finance.

by Pablo Vaggione, Shipra Narang Suri, and Mairura Omwenga

The International Society of City and Regional Planners (ISOCARP) will hold its 46th Congress
in Nairobi, Kenya, 19-23 September 2010. Since 1965, ISOCARP congresses, one of the 

main events of the year in the urban planning field, have pioneered attention to issues such as
regional urban planning (1966), urban regeneration (1981), planning for land and water (1998) or
low-carbon cities (2009), in locations from Istanbul to Dalian, from the Azores to Sydney, from 

Guadalajara to Jerusalem. In 2010, ISOCARP’s congress will be held for the first time in 
sub-Saharan Africa, in Nairobi, one of the principal cities in the continent and a known location  

for international organizations.

UN Compound, Nairobi, KenyaView of the 2008 ISOCARP Congress, Dalian, China



Sponsored statem
ent

It is being co-organized by ISOCARP and 

the Architectural Association of Kenya (AAK), 

the AAK Town Planners Chapter in particular, 

and in partnership with the Ministry of Lands, 

Ministry of Nairobi Metropolitan Develop-

ment, Ministry of Housing, ODPM & Ministry 

of Local Government, and the City Council of 

Nairobi.

The congress
Over three and a half days, planners in 

academia, governments and international in-

stitutions, and the private sector from both the 

North and the South will find in the congress 

a productive setting to discuss the theme at 

hand. In addition to rich technical content, the 

congress’ social events will provide delegates 

significant opportunities for networking and 

exchange of ideas between leading urban 

planning thinkers and practitioners.

The proceedings of the inaugural day, 20 Sep-

tember, will be held at the United Nations’ com-

pound in Gigiri. The opening plenary will include 

speeches from high-level representatives of the 

Government of Kenya, including His Excellence, 

President Mwai Kibaki; Hon. Musalia Muda-

vadi, Deputy Prime Minister & Minister for Local 

Government; Hon. James Orengo, Minister for 

Lands; and Dorothy Angote, Permanent Secre-

tary, Ministry of Lands. 

Opening remarks from the Executive Director, 

UN-HABITAT; Ismael Fernández Mejía, President 

of ISOCARP; and Mairura Omwenga, Chairman 

of the Local Organising Committee, will be fol-

lowed by keynote addresses by Mona Seragel-

din, Vice President at the Institute of International 

Urban Development and former professor at 

Harvard University; Lamia Kamal-Chaoui, Head 

of Directorate for Public Governance and Territo-

rial Development at the OECD; and Stuart Clark-

View of Nairobi skyline Nairobi National Park Kibera slum, Nairobi

For further information, please visit 
www.isocarp.org

son, CEO, Southern Africa, Siemens. These 

presentations will be followed by the Congress 

Introduction by the General Rapporteur, Shipra 

Narang Suri; the outcome of the ISOCARP 

Young Planners workshops in Kenya; and the 

work undertaken by the ISOCARP Urban Plan-

ning Advisory Teams throughout the year.

The following days the Congress will move to 

the Kenya International Conference Centre, one 

of Africa’s prime conference venues, located in 

the heart of Nairobi. Technical Seminars, with the 

participation of leading partners, both enterpris-

es and international organizations, will provide a 

practical forum to discuss policies and projects 

towards sustainable urbanization around the 

world. A training seminar organized by UN-

HABITAT will provide participants with practical 

tools to better face urban development chal-

lenges, and a special session co-hosted by the 

Urban Planning Society of China will introduce a 

selection of best planning practices in China. A 

presentation by the United Nations International 

Strategy for Disaster Reduction will introduce the 

Making Cities Resilient campaign. The second 

day’s sessions represent an important innovation 

in the structure of the congress, as partners from 

international development organizations as well 

as the private sector are given a leading role to 

share their knowledge and experience with ISO-

CARP members and congress participants.

The following one and a half days will be 

dedicated to more than 120 presentations in 

four parallel technical workshops, focusing 

on urban policy and financing, urban form 

and design, urban planning instruments, 

and urban governance. Nearly 200 ab-

stracts were received from all over the world 

for the 2010 Congress, and the selected 

papers represent a balanced thematic and 

geographical mix. 

The closing plenary will dedicate ample 

time for discussion amongst participants 

and provide delegates with practical takea-

ways in sustainable urbanization.

Nairobi
The 2010 ISOCARP Congress is being organ-

ized in Nairobi at a historically significant juncture 

for Africa. Fast-growing African cities are facing a 

profound spatial and socioeconomic transforma-

tion. Increasing levels of urban poverty and ex-

clusion, growing vulnerability to natural disasters 

as well as conflicts, combined with low levels of 

capacity to cope with these challenges, makes 

the task even more formidable. It is only apt, 

therefore, that a discussion on sustainable urban 

development be held in this extremely dynamic 

urban setting. 

Nairobi, the capital of Kenya, is a vibrant, bus-

tling cosmopolitan city with modern skyscrapers 

and, in contrast, it has one of the largest low-

income informal settlements in Africa. As the hub 

of East Africa, Nairobi is a centre of government 

and commerce, the headquarters to UN-HAB-

ITAT and UNEP, and the headquarters of many 

international and regional business and service 

corporations. Nairobi is home to Nairobi National 

Park – the only city in the world with a natural 

animal park. 

For visitors coming to Nairobi, there are many 

activities worth considering. With an estimated 

population of 3.5 million people, Nairobi has a 

mix of top-class restaurants and retail outlets. 

There are several excellent city hotels that include 

both budget accommodation and some of Af-

rica’s best five star hotels. 




